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THE BURNING SEED 2017 theme is:

DEEPER SPACE
WE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT BURNING SEED
IS BEING HELD ON THE TRADITIONAL
LANDS OF THE WIRADJURI PEOPLE. WE
RECOGNISE THE STRENGTH,
RESILIENCE AND CAPACITY
OF ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT
ISLANDER PEOPLE AS THE
TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS OF THIS
LAND.

What is Deeper Space? Is it an empty region of outer space beyond our
reach, or is it a place to find a deeper understanding of ourselves and the
space that is between us?
As humans, we constantly search for meaning to our existence, we look
for connections with others and we have gazed at the stars with childlike
wonder imagining what else is out there and if we are alone in the universe.
Burning Seed is a reminder that we are not alone and that we are all
connected on a deep level. It is an opportunity to break down the barriers
and the space between us and look for a deeper meaning to our lives - and
maybe, gaze at the stars and wonder together.
Burn Bright
(words by Andy Goodyear)
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Important Stuff
SERVICES & SUPPORT..............
INFORMATION
Red Earth Info at Centre Camp is your first contact
point for Seed-specific questions. It will be staffed
from 11am to 3pm every day. Come by and say hi!

CENTRE CAMP
Centre Camp is the heart and hub of Burning Seed
action. It’s a communal space found at the centre
of Red Earth City, where everyone can gather,
perform, learn, dance find info or generally just
commune.

LOST AND FOUND
Take found items to Red Earth Info in Centre Camp
or the Greeters Station.

RANGERS
Rangers are participants who have gifted their
time to ensure the safety of the Burning Seed
site and those who are in it. They are your go-to
people if you have a question or concern, and can
be identified by their orange ranger uniforms..
They can be found roaming or at Ranger HQ next
to Centre Camp. They are there to help - all for fun
and fun for all!

RED EARTH RADIO
Tune in for PSAs, interviews and some seriously
rad music! Frequency 92.3 FM. Bring a radio to
Burning Seed and drop in and say hello!

PASS OUTS
If you really need to leave the site, there is a $20
pass out per vehicle. Head to Gate where they
will organise a pass out for you. The crew will also
record car registration and number of participants
in the car. When you return to the site, Gate will
make sure everything matches up and then take
the pass back. All funds from pass-outs are donated
to Red Earth Ecology.

ICE SALES
Ice is the one exception to the no-commerce
rule. It will be on sale at Centre Camp between 1011am and 4-5pm daily for $4 a bag or 3 bags for
$10.
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SECURITY

CARS & DRIVING RULES

Security personnel monitor the gate and
boundaries. Do not for any reason leave the
boundaries of our site unless exiting through the
main gate. If you have any concerns with security,
ask for Ranger assistance.

Red Earth City is a bicycle and pedestrian-friendly
city. Once you have entered the event and driven
to your campsite, there is no driving allowed unless
you are a registered Mutant Vehicle. The following
road rules apply in Red Earth City:

COMMUNITY IN ACTION...........

* All vehicles must be either licensed or posses a
REDMV permit

SANCTUARY

* You must drive at 5 km/h or less in hazardous
situations such as tight crowds

Things don’t always go to plan at Seed - even for
veteran burners; and for those times where you
can’t find your flow - there is Sanctuary. If your
feet are sore from exploring, if your mind is weary
from wandering and if you’re all partied out with
nowhere to go Sanctuary is a low stimulus chill
space with trained crew of volunteers ready to help
you get back on your feet. Sanctuary will operate
around the clock during Seed working alongside
Rangers, Peer and Medics.

PARTICIPATION
PEER RANGERS
Psychological and Emotional
Emergency Response (P.E.E.R.) Rangers
provide specialised emotional support
on the Paddock for burners who
are having an emotional, mental or
psychological crisis that goes beyond
the capacity of their Burner community
and Red Earth City Rangers to manage.
This may involve significant violations
of personal space, gendered based
violence or distressing thoughts and
emotions. PEER Rangers can be
contacted via Rangers 24 hrs or visit
Ranger HQ near Centre Camp.

TOILETS
It is vital that only human waste and toilet paper
go into the toilets – NO food, tampons/sanitary
products, or any other refuse. Keeping the
portaloos clean and tidy helps maintain respect for
our shared facilities – the neater YOU help keep
them, the cleaner they will stay.
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MEDICAL SERVICES
If you or someone else requires medical assistance
find a Ranger, or visit our First Aid Team right next
to Centre Camp. Trained medical volunteers are on
duty 24/7 and emergency evacuation is available.

We are a society of activists. When we see a job
that needs to be done, we roll up our sleeves and
pitch in. There is no ‘they’, only ‘us’. If you see
someone acting irresponsibly, introduce yourself
and speak up. But don’t be a ‘participation snob’.
Just because someone isn’t costumed or visibly
participating doesn’t mean they aren’t contributing.

COMMUNITY CREW
If you have not already raised your hand to help,
it is not too late! Check out the community crew
page at www.burningseed.com or come down to
Centre Camp to chat about how you can help to
make the awesome happen.

CHILDREN
All children under 18yo must be accompanied
by their parent or legal guardian. It is your
responsibility to ensure the safety of your child at
all times during Seed. If you encounter a lost child,
alert a Ranger immediately. Always be respectful of
children’s personal space and their needs. They are
a part of our community.

OUR NEIGHBOURS
There are properties bordering the forest on all
sides of our city and entry to these is prohibited.
Please respect our neighbours.

* Give right of way to pedestrians, bicycles, and
emergency services vehicles
* Stop immediately when hailed by a Ranger,
REDMV official, site manager, DPI member or
law enforcement officer
* Do not drive under the influence of drugs or
alcohol
* Do not drive on wet or freshly watered roads
* All Mutant Vehicles must seek a permit by
contacting redmv@burningseed.com before the
event.

ALCOHOL & ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES
Responsible use of alcohol is allowed for adults. If
you are serving alcohol, it is your responsibility to
verify that the person you are serving is of legal
drinking age (18+). As with the rest of Australia,
Seed has to follow state and national laws
concerning illegal substances. The rules apply.

COMMERCE & ADVERTISING
The sale of products and services is prohibited at Seed.
There is NO participant vending. If you need a specific
item, ask your neighbours. Confront your own survival.
Corporate advertising is also not allowed. Participants
with rental trucks are encouraged to cover or decorate
logos. The display or distribution of corporate banners,
logos, giveaway items, samples and other promotional
paraphernalia is prohibited.

PETS
We get that you love yours, but pets are NOT
allowed at Seed. If you are found with a pet on
site, you risk being evicted from the event.

MEDIA
There are limited media crew at Burning Seed who
take video & photos, there are also some who fly
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drones. Media crew are part of our community
and register as media prior to the event. All media
crew must wear media passes (lanyards) when
engaged in photography/video. Please note that
not everyone you see taking photos will be part
of the crew as personal pictures are allowed too.
Our media crew are pledged NOT TO INTERFERE
WITH YOUR EXPERIENCE. If you feel that a
media person is creating a nuisance, please contact
the Rangers.

GENERATORS
If you need to use a generator, please follow these
rules:
ööMake sure the exhaust is positioned away
from any flammable materials (including grass),
raise the generator up if necessary.

* Not everyone will want to sleep when you
do. The most reliable way to get a quiet,
uninterrupted night’s sleep is to camp as far
east in the city as possible (farthest corner
from the Gate). There are no noise–free zones
at Burning Seed, only less-loud areas; light
sleepers are advised to bring earplugs.

THE ENVIRONMENT..................
THE DAM
All Dams in our Forestry Closure Area are OFF
LIMITS. That means NO bathing, swimming or
washing of any items are permitted. Children must
have an adult with them whenever they are nearby.
In a previous year a frog habitat was completely
destroyed by bathers. The dam is strictly OFF
LIMITS.

ööEnsure power cords do not create a trip
hazard and connections are out of the rain.
ööDon’t run your generator late at night or early
in the morning in the quiet camping area.
ööPlace the generator as far from other camps
as possible.

SOUND
Burning Seed is dedicated to radical selfexpression, but it is also dedicated to creating
community. This means we all must find a way to
get along with our neighbours – having a good
time at the expense of someone else’s experience
ain’t cool.
* Neighbours should talk to one another when
sound becomes a problem. If your neighbour
feels your sound is too loud, you must work
with them to find an acceptable volume.
* Camps playing loud music MUST be located on
the western side of the Paddock (the “LOUD
Zone”). They may freely express themselves
unless the sound levels conflict with theme
camps in the vicinity and/or there are persistent
community complaints. Sound systems should
not be directed back across the Paddock
towards the quiet camping area.
* Any unresolved complaints about excessive
sound will become the concern of the Red
Earth Rangers.
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LEAVE NO TRACE
In case you missed the memo, there
are no bins at Burning Seed. You are
responsible for managing your own
rubbish and recycling as you go, taking
it all with you when you leave. Rule
No. 1 of Leave No Trace – Don’t let
it hit the ground! When you head out
to the Paddock, take a bag with you
for your trash and pick up any MOOP
(Matter Out Of Place) you see on your
adventure. Smokers, carry a butt-bin
for your butts and ash. Bring your own
cup. Use a camelback or refill personal
water bottles. Pack smart and remove
packaging from new items before you
leave home - the less MOOP you bring,
the less you will have to deal with.

GREY WATER
It’s okay to dump some non-toxic grey water on
the grass, but NOT IN THE DAM Package any toxic
grey water up in the same containers you bring
your water.
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FIRE
To ensure the safety of all attendees throughout
Burning Seed, it is important to understand what
is expected of a ticket holder during the event.
Fire is one of the biggest risks to attendees and
our neighbouring properties. In the event of an
emergency safety is paramount. We take fire very
seriously as a community, and we ask for your
understanding and cooperation with respect to the
following guidelines.
OPEN FIRES: Only registered art, fire pits, events
or Theme Camp burn barrels are permitted
throughout the event. No exceptions! This ensures
Burning Seed complies with local council permit
conditions and that safety of all attendees is
adhered to.
NO SOLID FUEL FIRES are permitted within the
festival grounds as per the outlined perimeter
shown on the site map. Solid fuel fires include the
following:
* Cooking stoves and pizza ovens that use solid
fuel

GAS STOVES & BBQS
Gas-fired stoves and BBQs are
permitted during Burning Seed
providing you comply with the
following:
* Safety directions from the
manufacturer are adhered to.
* Gas cylinders / bottles must comply
with Australian standards - they must
be in date, showing NO rust and/or
visible damage.
* Ensure there is a three (3) meter
clearance horizontally and vertically
within the area you intend to utilise a
gas-fired stove or BBQ.
* Clear the immediate area of leaves,
sticks and branches. Do not place
your BBQs directly under trees,
tarps, or structures.

* Anything requiring the use of wood as a source
of fuel

* Do not place gas cookers on the
ground.

* BBQ coals or any open flame besides the use of
cigarette lighters
* Candles and/or sparklers

* Gas-fired stoves and BBQs must
not be left unattended under any
circumstances.

* Gas heaters, camp fires & braziers are strictly
prohibited

* Turn off the gas bottle on completion
of every use. No exceptions!

IF YOU SEE ANY OTHER FIRES: please inform
a Seed Ranger or other volunteer immediately.
Personal fireworks and firearms are also
prohibited.
FLAME EFFECTS: Whether its part of your art,
mutant vehicle or Theme Camp, all flame effects
or pyrotechnics must be registered with the Fire
Art Response Team. If you haven’t already done
this, then sorry folks, it’s no go with that wacky
flamethrower you brought along for kicks.
FIRE TWIRLING: The Fire Enclave will coordinate
all fire twirling, which can only occur in designated
areas. You can find their noticeboard on the main
area of the Paddock..
BURN PERIMETERS: The Effigy, Temple and art
piece burns will have safety perimeters coordinated
by the Red Earth Rangers. In light of past tragedies

at regional burns, we ask for your full cooperation
in respecting the Rangers’ guidance and not
approaching the fire until clearly permitted to do
so.
TOTAL FIRE BAN: It is unlikely but possible that
there may be total fire ban days. If this happens
then all attendees must comply with State laws
which stipulate NO NAKED FLAMES. Extend the
utmost care even to cigarettes, pipes and cigars as
well.
In the event of NON PERMITTED fires, the Fire
Art Response Team may partially or fully suppress
the immediate area. This may include your theme
camp, malfunctioning flame effects, DJ booth or
illegal camp fires.
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The 10 Principles
Burning seed is an experiment in temporary
community. Our culture is guided by the
following ten principles of burning man:

RADICAL INCLUSION
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man.
We welcome and respect the stranger. No
prerequisites exist for participation in our
community.

GIFTING
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving.
A gift is unconditional. Gifting does not
contemplate a return or an exchange for
something of equal value.

public spaces, works of art, and methods of
communication that support such interaction.

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
We value civil society. Community
members who organise events should
assume responsibility for public welfare
and endeavour to communicate civic
responsibilities to participants. They must
also assume responsibility for conducting
events in accordance with local, state
and federal laws.

LEAVING NO TRACE

RADICAL SELF-RELIANCE

Our community respects the environment.
We are committed to leaving no physical
trace of our activities wherever we gather.
We clean up after ourselves and endeavour,
whenever possible, to leave such places in a
better state than when we found them.

Burning Man encourages the individual to
discover, exercise and rely on his or her inner
resources.

PARTICIPATION

CONSENT, CONSENT, CONSENT

In order to preserve the spirit of gifting,
our community seeks to create social
environments that are unmediated by
commercial sponsorships, transactions, or
advertising. We stand ready to protect our
culture from such exploitation. We resist the
substitution of consumption for participatory
experience.

Our community is committed to a radically
participatory ethic. We believe that
transformative change, whether in the
individual or in society, can occur only through
the medium of deeply personal participation.
We achieve being through doing. Everyone is
invited to work. Everyone is invited to play.
We make the world real through actions that
open the heart.

COMMUNICATION IS THE BEST FORM OF LUBRICATION!

RADICAL SELF-EXPRESSION

IMMEDIACY

DECOMMODIFICATION

Radical self-expression arises from the
unique gifts of the individual. No one other
than the individual or a collaborating group
can determine its content. It is offered
as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver
should respect the rights and liberties of the
recipient.

COMMUNAL EFFORT
Our community values creative cooperation
and collaboration. We strive to produce,
promote and protect social networks,
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Immediate experience is, in many ways, the
most important touchstone of value in our
culture. We seek to overcome barriers that
stand between us and a recognition of our
inner selves, the reality of those around us,
participation in society, and contact with a
natural world exceeding human powers. No
idea can substitute for this experience.

Knowing your boundaries and respecting those of others is the safest way to enjoy many
interactions at Seed. Consent is required to protect and nurture Seed as a radically
expressive space where our community can play securely. Burning Seed is committed to
ensuring that the event is as safe as possible for everyone and violations of consent will
NOT be tolerated. Not obtaining consent is also against the law.
ALWAYS ask before initiating physical contact such as touching, hugging, spanking
or entering someone’s personal space. If in doubt ASK. Wanna take a photo? Ask for
consent first or check immediately after. If asked to delete a photo, do it immediately.
Asking for consent eliminates confusion and fosters a tighter, safer and more open
community.
Consent is not a ‘maybe’ or ‘not now’ or ‘maybe later’...it is a clear expression of YES!
Consent can be withdrawn at any time (even if the activity was previously agreed to) and
if this occurs, you must stop what you are doing immediately.
Our community is serious about respecting each other. If you are observed to act in
a disrespectful or non-consensual manner towards others, you may be approached by
your fellow burners to change your behaviour immediately. Issues can be reported to an
on-duty Ranger. For more serious assaults, our P.E.E.R. (Psychological and Emotional
Emergency Response) Ranger Team are available to assist. Violators and repeat offenders
can be ejected and banned from future events.
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Artery
Did you bring a piece of art you want to display
on the open Paddock? If so you need to register with
the ARTery at our HQ near Centre Camp and we’ll find you a
great spot and put you on our large art map. See below for
the full listing of registered art works for Burning Seed
2017. Interested in joining our Fri afternoon Art Tour? Check
out page 37 for more info.

1000+1 A SPACE ODYSSEY #A

DEEP SPACE LANDING #F

MISS K, BONNIE & KIDS CAMP

FLAME EFFECTS AUSTRALIA

Space, the crowded frontier. Our solar system
is packed full of stuff. Come and see for
yourself as we try and build it. Space MOOP

Spent too long floating in Deeper Space?
Then touch down by the flaming satellite dish
and revive in one of our intergalactic pods.

and all.

FIRE SEED #G

A DISTANT SYSTEM #B
THE DEAD BURNERS SOCIETY
A distant system beckons, with the rebellion
anything is possible.

ASTRAL ARBOR #C
THINGKERS COLLECTIVE
An extraterrestrial tree, abundant with
graceful spaces and enchanting illumination.

BLEACHED CORAL #D
ZARA PASFIELD
Bleached coral is a biomorphic installation
that aims to shed light onto the issue of
coral bleaching along Australia’s coastlines.
Through the use of recycled cups and cable
ties, the coral is born.

CENOTAPH OF ARCTURUS #E
CHELSEA BROWN TREMAIN
In homage to the Pleiadian Light Council
and our stellar ancestors, the Cenotaph is a
monument for the Arcturian War.
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GLENN TODD
After four successful fire artworks including
the 2015 Effigy, Glenn’s new piece will play
with the animation of fire and plant a seed to
question the toxicity and impacts of our burn.

GIBBOUS HAMMOCK #H
KENT PLASTO, JEREMY AMANN, MIND
SUBSIDANCE
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GRAVITY DEFYING MYSTIC
WATER #J
JACK LOWE
Exploring a distant planet you see trickling
water ahead. As you approach you notice the
droplets are not behaving as they should...

HIVE MIND #K

CHARLIE AHRENS, STU ADDISON,
EMMANUEL ELIX, BENNY FLIPS
Seven fiery stars will explode in gastronomic
ritual around the Kraken K-Sub. Exploration
into the quiet corners of the Burning Seed
microcosmos may uncover invitations to this
earthy ritual.

ZYTHERAN

SPACECORN #R

Relax under the soothing lights of Hive Mind
and the night sky, an interactive piece who’s
patterns and lights will flow according to
movement and sounds it sense around it.

MAAYAN DREAMER

KISSING BOOTH #L

THE HOTS #S

KISSING BOOTH @ KISSING CAMP
After an initial voyage to the final frontier of
Red Earth City, the Kissing Booth will go into
geosynchronous orbit for general respectful
use by transiting beings wishing to explore
their own inner space through the sensuous
experience of interpersonal membranous
contact.

ORBIT-CHAOS PENDULUM #M
CASNARD & MAYBOLT
Orbit is a spinning sculpture of responsive
LED lights on a mobile, showing the
connectedness and chaos inherent in the
universe.

PIRAINIA SPACE PORTAL #N

Experience the mystical notions of deeper
space and time from the comfort of the
Gibbous Moon Hammock. Close your eyes
and let the tetrahedron journey take your
heart and soul to the far reaches.

PETER PIRO WEBER

FLOWER DECADENCE #I

MISS K, BONNIE & KIDS CAMP

GLENN TODD

A Space Ship built and crewed by kids? What
could possibly go wrong? Will it be Apollo 13
or Muppets from Space?

From the decadent FIFO’s of falls and
splendour festivals comes the waste materials
from a lot of tents, left standing, heading for
landfill.

SEVEN SOURCES #Q

Travel deeper into space and time as you
enter the Pirainia Space portal.

PROJECT ROK1T #O

ROCKET CLOCK #P
EVERYDAY PEOPLE

At night the SpaceCorn in blooming. Come
and play on it, creating a mesmerizing dance
of light and sound - all for your touch

THE DEEP FRIARS
Be warmed and wowed by two oily men and
their waste vegetable oil powered flame
totem!

THE PEACE PODS #T
THE PEACEFUL PLODDERS
The Peace Pods, try a more peacful
dimension.

THE PLASMA TRAP #U
MURRAY PATERNOSTER
When you have the galaxy at your fingertips
will you play with it, manipulate it or just
stare in wonder? The choice is your..........

THE REEDS #V
EMRAH BAKI ULAS
A dynamic and geometric light-sculpture
which beautifully contrasts nature

THE SOUND GARDEN #W
MURRAY PATERNOSTER
Feel like a break? need a tranquil place relax
and meditate to some peaceful sounds? Then
follow the mandala pathway though the bush
to the Sound Garden.

Step aboard The Rocket Clock and venture
through space and time.
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Effigy

Temple

The Effigy will burn from 7.30pm Saturday night

The Temple will burn from 8pm Sunday night

EVERETT WAYNE, LEAD ARTIST
EFFIGY LEAD, KORRI BRENNAN
EFFIGY 2iC, SULLY BRENNAN

TEMPLE OF CRUX

Humankind’s search for the unknown is a millennial journey, one that has no real beginning and
will have no end. Deep Space has drawn all of us together, from the furthest corners of this
land, this earth, this solar system and beyond.
In Deep Space we have a chance to find out who we are, and to offer gratitude to who we
were and who we are yet to be. We are all ultimately alone yet we are also all vital to each
other’s existence, we are community, and we use this special time to reflect on our past,
present and future as a tribe.
Reaching for the stars, standing atop his illuminated spaceship neatly and magnificently parked
on the Paddock, the Man is both alien and familiar – a stranger and a friend. He is a guest, a
visitor, an observer watching closely and quietly, learning how we as Citizens of Red Earth City
choose to live, to love, to play and to survive in harmony with our surroundings.
He is the alien among us, a harbinger of new beginnings, the guardian of our forest galaxy,
until we launch him back into Deep Space in a frenzy of fire and flame.

BRADLEY OGDEN, LEAD ARTIST

As humans push forward towards deep space exploration, with Alpha Centauri our most likely
destination, we must first assess our path here on Earth before we blaze a trail towards the
stars. The Southern Cross, once a tool for peoples across the globe to navigate and discover,
has been co-opted by the flags of nations - and now the necks, calves and biceps of would be
patriots.
The resurgence of nationalism around the globe prompts the questions: Where are we headed
here on Earth? Are we able to able to truly move forward into space without first confronting
our nation’s history? What role will the arbitrary lines on a map of Earth play in the far reaches
of our solar system? Will there be a day where theism and nationalism gives way to humanism,
and we embrace all the peoples of this planet as one?
History of Crux
In some Aboriginal cultures, Crux (The Southern Cross) and the nearby Coalsack mark the head
of the ‘Emu in the Sky’, while in several other Aboriginal cultures, Crux is seen as a possum
sitting in a tree, a representation of the sky deity Mirrabooka, a stingray or an eagle (The
Boorong people of the Wimmera region; Quandamooka people of Stradbroke Island; Yolngu
people of Arnhem Land; Kaurna people of the Adelaide Plains, respectively). Torres Strait
Islanders depict Gamma Centauri as the handle and the four stars as the trident of Tagai’s
Fishing Spear. The Aranda people of central Australia perceive the four Cross stars as the talon
of an eagle and Gamma Centauri as its leg.
Once viewable from the Northern Hemisphere, the ancient Greeks regarded the formation of
stars as a part of the constellation Centaurus and it features on the national flags of Australia,
New Zealand, Samoa, Papua New Guinea and Brazil; Provincial flags throughout Chile, Brazil
and Argentina; as well as on the flag for the Mercosur trading zone of South America.
Observers have long noted the Southern Cross as an important tool in navigation; together
with Alpha and Beta Centauri, “The Pointers”, the celestial South Pole can found and a
direction of travel can be determined.
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Theme Camps
3rd Eye Peacocks #34

Camp Casbah #35

Wedding Extravaganza! Gifting sweet chai,
dull dhal and curried-up peacock vibes nonstop throughout the week. Bring instruments,
insights and blue things to Peacock Palace,
deeper in the forest behind Dirty Birds of
Paradise.

Casbah is a tribe of audio-nerds, artists
and storytellers serving you sweet sounds,
tempting treats and cooler than school
cocktails. The home of the Burning Burrito,
Sketch Club, Block Party Hip Hop, Space
Hoppa Reggae and The Big Gay Disco. Come
and drink the kool-aid.

Alcazar Riffle #55
A riffle is an elegant French shuffle from the
dawn of time which split the parallax worlds
in two. The optimal solution, an invisible
screen for each world to walk through to the
other, hence experimentation with the biohologram; the palace of bewilderment.

Alchemy of sin #31

Camp Commons #41
Visionary Nannachists stirring pots of
dumpstered goodness, fermenting pickles,
beer and (r)evolution! This is a nourishing,
chill, day space nestled in the bush on the
way to the dam. Every day between about
1pm and 3pm we’ll share a big cook up, until
the pots run dry.

Transformation of the intimate, turning into
gold what has been born from the shadows.
We are burners who delve into the pleasure,
fun, growth and ecstasy of knowing and
loving your intimate desires! This is a sex
positive space, a place to learn and explore
and step outside of any pre-conceived ideas
of sex, intimacy and relationships. Workshops
will focus on these areas along with consent
and poly discussions, as well as events to
tantalise and titillate!

Coco Poco Loco #21

Bass and BreaksFest #1

Dagwood Estate #46

We serve a delectable menu of bass, breaks
and coffee. We want Bass & BreaksFest to
be a place where people come and teach,
learn and explore their creative instincts.
We are also ambassadors of bass music. Be
bass-massaged by our mighty sound system,
join the solar-powered WIFI intranet to see
what’s on, chill out under our large tarp for
recovery chill out music, come for brekky and
coffee!

We will be providing 500 Delicious hot saucy
Dagwood dogs on Sunday at 2pm!

Bean Bag Babylon #24
...the less we say about it the better...
Bringing the beats since 2011. Donation bar.
Bring a cup.
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The Coco Poco Loco Art Car will be bringing
you beats and booze around the Paddock,
replete of course with a superbly smooth
sound system and featuring our home-grown
DJs and renowned cocktail bar.

Crunchy Town #2
Come join us at Crunchytown and explore
what it means to be truly crunchy.

DETOX #48
DETOX is the place to rest, recharge and
reinvigorate yourself on the paddock.
A place to love and be loved. Our gifts
include cups of love, massages, a variety of
healings and consults with Dr Love every
morning. And in the afternoon you can find
a hammock among the trees or join one of
our entertaining and informative workshops.
We will make you feel welcome any time of
the day.
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Dirty Birds of Paradise (Dirty Birds) #27
A village of eclectic funsters who spread our
wings and fly to every corner of the paddock
to liberate laughter & Fuck Yer Burn. Our
Slap Shot bar and sweet A.S.S. will recharge
your spirits and get your tail feathers shaking!
Dirty Dome will be hosting events from a few
of your fav camps all week, check the roster
& bring those party pants. Groovy tunes,
happy hours, and bike blended cocktails lead
to a frenzy of bird noises as we parade out
to party and spread the love all over again.
KaKAW!

Doing It Ourselves #38
Want our everyday lives to be like a Burn?
‘Doing It Ourselves’ do! We engage folks
to talk about harmful systems in society,
encourage resistance towards them, &
inspire people to take part in empowering
alternatives … because they do exist!
*Protest role plays, social change games,
inspiring movies, radical zine distro, snacks
& workshops.* Themes include Community
building, DIY, theories of change, gifting
economies, communication skills & direct
action. Come get inspired, and nourish your
belly & brain!

Erstwhile Manor #32
Spend your evenings draped in the
dilapidated finery of yesteryear at Erstwhile
Manor - the perfect piece of paddock to
indulge your dark Gothic persuasions. Join us
after dusk for fine music, luxurious treats, and
live acts to stimulate the senses and entertain
the soul. Swing by while the sun shines to
participate in wonderful workshops, drink
delicious tea, and test your wits at games of
chance and skill. Performers, entertainers
and persons of strangeness are encouraged
to share our stage, and help us bring a touch
of the beautiful macabre to the paddock.

Fire Tribe #14
Do you like to burn things? Better get your
ass down to Fire Tribe! You can expect to find
a jam-packed schedule of flow art workshops
and discussions during the day, with a fire
jam circle every night! It doesn’t matter if
you’re a complete newbie or a pro. We have

something for EVERYONE! Play, learn &
burn with us at Fire Tribe and share the magic
with the Seed community!

Glam & Cheese #42
Follow the big Gouda across the sky, and
you will find yourself amongst the fabulously
fashionable Glam and Cheese! The Cheezoids
departed our drab home galaxy in search of
like-minded glam-souls. Our current orbit
brings us in range to dock your “paddock”.
We mined your satellite moon of its celestial
riches, codename “cheese”, and have
determined it to be the perfect nourishment
in preparation for your journey into deeper
space. Hungry terrestrials unite and behold,
“The Intergalactic Toastie”!

Hardware Shmardware #40
Come on over for a screw or a big tool.
Hardware Shmardware is the theme camp
that is out to help the world sharing tools,
creativity and helping people out- from
fixing your cold to fixing your make up this
theme camp is indeed super helpful. Need a
cool place to chill out of an arvo- we got it.
Looking for the Scrabble game of your life?
Come on down! We are filled with wonder
and enlightenment and are ready for action!

Home Kitchen #5
A place to cook, eat, share, and chill.

Intergalactic Sweat Station #49
In the deep cold of deeper space, wouldn’t
it be great to slide into a hot box of
warm, steamy goodness? Welcome to the
Intergalactic Sweat Station. Inside this womblike space, we are running a variety of sweats
including detoxifying, uplifting and sensual
experiences from essential-oil-scented sweats
to ice, massage, storytelling and guided
meditation. We believe that all universal
beings deserve a liberating uplifting sweat,
free of prejudice, judgement or swimwear
(but feel free to bring your sarong).

Kamp Kraken #20
The explorers and danger-seekers of the
mighty Kraken Krew, reared to unravel the
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mysteries of the deep blue, now set out for
the deep, endless black of Space.
We are wreaking havoc and mayhem across
all corners of the paddock. Rum-swigging
and creative exchange are encouraged at the
Kraken Pier and Sub-Club. Come aboard the
recently surfaced Kraken Submarine, immerse
yourself in its hypnotic sonar rhythms and the
vessel’s abundant offerings. And for Kraken’s
sake, be ready to party.

Kids Camp #43
Kids Camp is an extended family, a tribe. We
have SO MUCH FUN! There’s an art tent,
baby space, nightly family dinner, movies,
heaps of shade, a kids only loo and daily Kids’
Café where the kids gift breaky to everyone.
Kids Camp reminds us that burning isn’t only
partying. It’s where families get a reprieve
from the default; kids see adults playing like
kids, focus on creativity, self-expression and
support each other to burn bright.

Malt Shop Be Bop Hop Roller Arena
#44
With a love of quad skates, an unreasonable
attachment to summers of fun and a
penchant for dressing up, we couldn’t help
but dream of a day where all festivals would
sport a roller skating floor where folk could
dance, sing, play and have a good time on
8 wheels. Join us on the journey… BYO or
use ours - you know you’ll love it! There’ll
be beginners classes; egg and spoon games;
maybe even a three legged race! We’ll also
teach you all the smooth moves, balances
and pops so you can be the belle of the disco
floor.

Middle Eastern Mafia - MEM #22
Groove on in our little slice of Middle
Eastern anarchy. Our camp will keep the
tunes trackin’ in the exotic surrounds of
mystical pleasure. There’ll be the deepest of
Deep House or Progressive to dance to or
you can just chill and smoke a Shisha, have a
tea or bury yourself in the Persian cushions
adorning this dreamy dome with lighting
and visuals that are tailor-made for trippers
in this multicultural fantasy fusion of festival
revellers.
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Mind Sub #19
A collective of like minded people with a
passion for making memories and spreading
love. We create a space to dance, be free,
and indulge in the finest brews, cocktails,
tasty treats and toasties to die for. Running
a thumping sound system with talented
resident and guest DJs providing soul shaking
musical bliss of all genres. We know how
to create magic by embracing conscious
connections and sharing the love for the
music.

Mint Country Club #29
The all inclusive day venue with accidental
night parties. Where green loving sporting
enthusiasts meet up to dance and play.
Where guests are surrounded by sterling
hospitality and outrageous Techno Beats. Add
Minted Gin Infusions, cucumber sandwiches,
golf, croquet, badminton and fooz ball and
you have a clean, green and pristine Burning
Man inspired theme camp, offering you an
outrageous interactive experience. Dress
in Green to be seen, add in a bit of sporty
with just a touch of naughty! Bring your own
Cup and your Gin donations to keep the
clubhouse bar a rockin.

morning joint #25
The Dichotomy of us has got us saying
“What!” A superhero camp that by day is a
mild mannered (relative to surroundings),
mind bender that goes heavy on the easy and
by night we become hidden in the darkest
corner of the universe right in plain sight.

Music Medicine Magic #30
Crafty conjurors, sleepy sorcerers, easy
adventurers... Join us for some deep dance,
arts and crafts, workshops and wellness.
Drink a spicy brew, to the beat of the drum,
under the visual fanfare, of the fiery night
sky! We invite you to join us for this creative
melting pot of mixed madness. We aim for
new heights and push the boundaries of our
intergalactic frontiers.

My Dick #7
My dick, a newly erected theme camp, is one
you’ll want to get to know. Cum get amongst
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the dickery, semen-ars, cock-tails, and good
hard fun.

Oasis #28
Up through arid, burning sand, there an Oasis
formed will stand. A fertile spot in deserted
lands, where water is found and good times
at hand. Such the time of the hottest hour,
behold the fountains healing power. Relax,
unwind to whisky sour, these tunes will cause
your mind to flower.

Over the Rainbow #54
Friends of Dorothy, family and allies, come
join us Over the Rainbow! Our camp is our
friendly space so come say hi and shake it
with us to an eclectic mix of music from salsa
and pop through to techno!

Pelican Villa #15
With the unfortunate cancellation of last
year’s festival, Pelican Villa has been working
overtime to make this year’s celebration next
level in every regard! Over the course of the
festival we will be hosting a number of events
including workshops and dance parties all in
alignment with the principles of the festival.
We look forward to seeing old faces and
greeting newcomers into the embrace of the
community that we cherish so much.

Pirainia #12
Welcome to the nomadic micro-nation that
is Pirainia. Enter the Space Portal and Time
travel with us to a place where it’s always
4:20. Join one of our various workshops or
enjoy the lights, lasers and Music while you
Get down on the dancefloor!

Red Earth Brewery #45
Red Earth City’s favourite, all grain, craft
beer bar. Serving over 25 unique beers. All
Red Earth Brewery beers are hand crafted by
our brewers using the finest malt, hops, yeast
and water especially for Burning Seed.

Scratch #56
Embrace the queer frontier - it’s time to
Scratch! It’s free range art at its finest!
Amplify your inner monologue into your neo
neon glow. Create and peruse some cosmic

art in the doodle gallery. Make a statement
for a stranger, the stage is set for our very
own epic. It’s high tea afternoon sunshine
and evening popcorn palooza. Drag out that
diva, culture that cabaret and improvise to
sensitise. It’s teamwork makes the dream
work! It’s your oh-so-dear, sheerly queer, safe
and sound space for your spaced out space
trooper. SUPER DUPER!

SNAKEPIT #17
Snakepit is a collective sound stage with a
background of brokenbeat music.

Solaris #37
Solaris brings light, warmth and good vibes
to the paddock, day and night. We’re a solarpowered hub of all the good things in life.
By day you can grab the best fresh coffee
on the paddock, catch some live music on
our caravan stage or try your hand at one
of our fun practical workshops. At night the
Solaris space transforms into a plush cinema
featuring the biggest pile of cushions and
rugs anywhere on site (we guarantee). We
show an eclectic mix of cult favourites and
randomly wonderful oddities and shorts.
Check our blackboard for times.

Spice Cadets #6
Spice Cadets will take you on a journey into
outer spice with our spicy beverages and
culinary delights. On Friday 29th September,
Spice Cadets will hold the Outer Spice Ball
at the Spice Place (Dirty Birds Dome venue).
We will treat you to exotic, aromatic gifts
and create a soundscape of exotic rhythms
and deep funky tech. Keep an eye out for the
Spice Ship Cart gifting spicy treats on the
paddock and you can visit the Spice Lounge
chill space (3pm - 5pm daily except Friday)
serving spiced teas and afternoon drinks and
snacks.

Splash #10
Set phasers to wet! Get fresh at the moistest
theme camp on the paddock with Splash daily
from 12pm featuring frivolous tunes aboard
the HMAS Scumbucket.
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Sunset Island #11
Sunset Island is the destination to dance, sip
a cocktail and connect with hundreds while
enjoying the best views of the sunset. Daily
workshop experiences through the day and a
chill out area to relax and unwind before our
electronic beats kick off from 3pm where the
burner community descends upon us in their
best outfits to start their night with a bang!
And take your chance to run naked into the
sunset!

world, and the adventure of exploring an
infinite and expanding universe.

The Den #23
Warm beats, comfy seats.

The Emporium #8
“The Emporium” aka bacon emporium is the
home of grease grit and grime... A sensory
experience from sexy mouth dranks to good
grub to beats for the mind and heart!

Swing Dog Circus #51

The Hippie Trap #26

Everybody loves the Circus so join in on all
our skill building workshops by day and dance
the night away with our Hi energy DJ’s and
Circus performers. A true mix of vagabonds
and carnival clowns wrapped in vintage future
performance art.

Where your friends will try and drag you
past the camp saying ‘DON’T GO IN THERE,
IT’S A TRAP!, I was stuck in there for 3 hours
last time’. We at the Hippie Trap work on a
catch and release system, you’re more than
welcome to leave at any time you wish...... if
you can!

Telekinetik Chair Repair #36
Multidimensional art, intergalactic oddities
and games in a laser-lit psychedelic
playground.

Temple of Boom #16
In keeping with the social experiment
concept of the Burner experience, Melbourne
Dance Music Academy present: the Temple
of Boom. The Temple of Boom focuses on
creating a sonic environment for Burners
to immerse themselves in with a four point
inward facing Nexo sound system creating a
wall of intimacy in which we can connect and
be united by our love for dance music. With
the intention of ultimate release, we let go
of any pressures through grounding ourselves
in the Paddock and connecting with the
strength we all hold.

The Brink #18
Deep in space; deeper in time; deepest in
bass - The Brink is both a distant outpost at
the edge of everything you know, and the
exploding heart of everything you feel. The
Brink is inviting everyone at Burning Seed
to dance upon the melting reactor core
of an ancient civilisation - A place where
time, space, music and light converge into a
celebration of the end of a cruel and broken
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The Kingdom #47
The very best place to come show off all the
glam you have brought to this year’s festival.
You will get praised on your quick journey
back to earth with all the other special folk
who are exactly the same. We believe seed
love has to be balanced out and intend to
enforce our views by crushing yours.

The Orphanage #39
A theme camp that practices the art of
‘Lovemosis’ by blending together “Burgins”
(first-timers to a Burning Man event) with
committed local and overseas “Burners”
(participants at Burning Man in Nevada
and/or other regional events around the
world). The Orphanage is a safe space for all
participants anytime. The camp is family, child
and adult friendly. Check the event guide for
our daily events.

The Space Inbetween #33
We are The Space Inbetween. The endless
second between lashes, the place to fill the
void between your curiosity and your desires,
on the paddock, at Burning Seed. Dramatic
upsell aside, TSI camp is a safe, inclusive space
for anyone 18+, new or old to BDSM & the
kink scene. We encourage self-discovery in
an honest, open forum; we are LGBTQIA+
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friendly; sex-positive; & we invite you to visit,
to ask questions & to be educated on what all
the fuss is about. <3

The Wayward Nomads of the Roving
Radio #13
A group of intergalactic Nomads that follow
the one true signal. Finding our way though
Deeper space to enjoy and share our love
and Nomadic lifestyle. The Wayward Nomads
listen to the one true roving signal via our
tiny radios and will run actives that happen
at multiple areas in space and time. We have
the Wayward Nomads Camp as a meeting
hub and a chill out space while not roving.
Join us for Roving raves, cuddle clouds,
musical mobile Coffee, pop up lectures and
much more.

The Yard #50
The quintessential Aussie back yard. There’s
a BBQ, a Hills hoist, a vegie patch, a
wheelie bin for cricket, a sprinkler, and the
back porch, all accessed through a hole in
the back fence. Everyone is welcome to
relax in The Yard. Happenings: Toasties at
lunchtime each day, recovery yoga sessions
each morning, bush-skills workshops with
Greg the scoutmaster, Goon of Fortune and
MILKSHAKES.

Tinyville #3

seduced by live music, and your belly filled
with all grain beer.

Whispering Shack #4
Is it a bar, is it a shrine? No its the worlds
only John Farnham theme camp named after
his seminal break through album Whispering
Jack. At Shack HQ you’ll be treated to a
variety of events like Pants Off Friday, Grand
Final Breakfast, and lip sync battles named
Whispering Hack. When not pumping out
the nostalgic tunes of John Farnham, the
Whispering Shack will be getting pushed
up to an event near you, creating an instant
opportunity to pull up a stool and connect
with one another over a variety of drinks as
provided by you! (and sometimes us).

Wombat Manor #53
Wombat Manor is a chill space designed for
dialogue and decadence at Burning Seed
- Burning Man Australia. A perfect Manor
to lounge in and sip on fine spirits, discuss
topical issues, peruse the library and enjoy
and create special moments of decadence.
Wombat manor will host dialogues during
the day – that’s informal discussions not
talks; and at night we’ll provide a luxurious
decadent chill out lounge for those who
enjoy fine music, spirits, books and living in
the moment.

Tinyville is the tiny theme camp with a BIG
heart. We have a cute open stage with dome,
workshop space, donation bar, cuddle pit and
ALL THE HUGS. Come get em!!!

Toasted Faeries #52
Step into the mischievous and playful world
that is Toasted Faeries. Faery haven and art
cave (FHAAC), chill space and dance place
open every day. Hosting the fantabulous faery
cocktail party and the multi-channelled silent
disco. Don’t miss out on our yummy toasties
and crème brûlée!

Trash Mansion #9
Like moths to a flame, in the dark of
night you will find yourself heading in our
direction. Once you arrive, your ears will be
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11.11am
1.11pm

Feather
Fight!!!!

3rd Eye
Peacocks
Palace

Deeper in the forest behind Dirty Birds of Paradise you'll
find the intergalactic 3rd Eye Peacocks, non-traditional
custodians of Deeper Space. Pluck our tail feathers and
wear them proud but Leave No Trace by returning our
Matter tO Our Place.

12pm 6pm

BEER ON
ENTRY!

Red
Earth
Brewery

That's right! As soon as gates open there will be beer!
Come get a glass of icy cold beer after that long drive.
Pull over at the brewery with your cup and we will fill it
up! You will then be much more prepared for setting up
that tent!



12.01pm
- 4pm

Kaleidoscopic
String Fence
Building

Red
Earth
Brewery

We welcome burners of all ages to the Red Earth
Brewery to help create an art installation. We will build
a colourful string art fence to decorate and define the
Red Earth Brewery space. Family friendly fun!



1pm 2.30pm

Orphan
Sock Camo
Blanket
Build and
War

The
Orphanage

Bring down yer odd socks, kids, creativity and battle
strategies! This year we'll open our camp by making two
rival orphan sock camo blankets and having an epic odd
sock fight under their covers. Winner takes home the
nose peg of champions!



Events
KEY
These icons are a rough
guide to the events on
Paddock. Many events will
cross multiple categories.
Have fun!

i


@
k

Info
Kids
Art
Workshop
Roaming

 / Food/Drink
Performance

Music/Party

Film

Other




WEDNESDAY
i

Sanctuary
and
Chillout
Space

Sanctuary

Feeling stressed? Need to chill or talk during a
challenging experience? Come visit! We have a
comfortable place to hang, or talk in a non-judgmental,
confidential space, with info on safer partying & safe sex
supplies. Open 24H ea day.



1pm 3pm

The ART
SPACE

Kids
Camp

Kids Camp has is hosting 2 big art pieces by young
artists this year. Art by kids, for everyone. All Red
Earth City Kids are welcome to come and join us in
constructing the ROK1T to explore deeper space, plus
planets and other space objects.

i

SAFER SEX
SUPPLIES

TOILETS

SAFER SEX IS GOOD SEX! CONDOMS, LUBE AND
GOOD VIBES AVAILABLE AT ALL TOILETS AND
REPLENISHED DAILY! LOOK AFTER YOURSELF AND
YOUR... MATES! NO GLOVE, NO LOVE! IF IT'S NOT
ON, IT'S NOT...ON! :)



2pm 4pm

Board games
Shmordgames

Hardware
Shmardware

Scrabble fiend? Shithead extraordinaire? Jenga
anyone? If you're interested in coming and chilling at
Hardware Shmardware we are going all out on the
relaxing afternoons. This is an all ages event everyday at
Hardware Shmardware Theme Camp

Red Earth Radio FM is your Burning Seed radio station!
Operating 24/7, tune in to 92.3 FM for hilarious
commentary, insightful interviews and fantastic musics!
Why not drop by and have a chat with our DJ's? Request
a song or hang out and praise our glory.

@

2pm 4pm

Face
and cup
decorating

Hardware
Shmardware

We are going to bring some face paint if you would
like to bring your face to Hardware Shmardware! We
are also all about painting your cups so if you want a
banging cup bring it down from 2-4pm daily to use our
bedazzling ideas.

Red Earth
Radio FM



9am 7pm

Kids Camp
Blackboard
Events

Kids
Camp

There's always stuff on at Kids Camp. Arts and crafts,
sports, circus skills, daylight disco, etc. The best way to
see what's coming up is do by and check the black board.
If you would like to run blackboard event drop by and
find Mother Monster.

@

2pm 4pm

macramé

Hardware
Shmardware

Want to learn macramé or show off your skills? We are
bringing some string so you can walk away with that
necklace or bracelet you always wanted to make. This
is an all ages event everyday at Hardware Shmardware
Theme Camp:)

i

10am 4pm

Ranger
Training
(Onsite)

Centre
Camp

Ranger training covers all the basics of what you need
to do to become an awesome Ranger including problem
management and radio etiquette! Rangers are made up
of participants that help manage and solve situations
that come up over the festival.

@

2pm 4pm

Tie Dying

Hardware
Shmardware

Yep we got that dye- you got those white undies that
you would like to transform? White Socks need a new
lease of life? All ages- all size undies. Bring em on down
from 2-4pm daily at Hardware Shmardware



10am 6pm

Mandala
colouring

Camp
Casbah

Come and contribute to the biggest continuous mandala
in the world (maybe?). Dissolve into the meditative
therapy of colouring in.

@

3pm 5pm

Alchemy
of Sin

Ever want to make a pastry that looks like a vulva? Look
no further! All ingredients provided, please sashay your
way into a delicious genital experience and prepare to
smash your creations afterwards!



10am 5pm

Faery
Haven and
Art Cave

Toasted
Faeries

The Faery Haven And Art Cave (FHAAC) is open every
day at Toasted Faeries. Get creative! Paint, draw, colour
in and relax amongst the mushrooms.

Cuntcake
Decorating
with
Madame
Cuntcake



The Pirainia
Today Show

Pirainia

@

11am 12pm

Paddock
Name
Whisperer

Camp
Casbah

You've heard of Paddock names but you're flummoxed as
to what your's is - come and get one from Clairesey, the
Paddock Name Whisperer!

4.20pm
5.02pm

"Show me what you got, I want to see what you got"
- This is the Show where you help make it happen and
anything is possible. Music, Comedy, Workshops, Guest
Speakers, Group discussions and even Time Travel!
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5pm 6pm

Queer
Poetry
Hour

Over the
Rainbow

Poetry in 2017 is rather odd isn’t it? Rather weird rather queer? Queer Poetry Hour is an hour of wall to
wall poetry. Either come to enjoy or be spontaneous and
participate! Everyone is welcome to perform in this safe
and welcoming space.



9pm

Kids Camp
Teen Screen

Kids
Camp

Cinema for the big kids. After the early family movie or
the man and temple burns, Kids Camp will be screening
a movie for the older kids. No baby movies here. Nightly
titles will be posted on the Kids Camp Blackboard each
morning.

@

6pm 7pm

Me,
through
your eyes

Centre
Camp

Come participate in this empowering performance art
piece. Build others up and get built up yourself. You
will leave with tangible evidence of what others can see
about you without even knowing you.



9pm 9.30pm

Shooting
Stars
Dessert
Tequila

The
Orphanage

Soak up some tequila with oranges, cinnamon and sugar
as a beam me up as you head into the first night of
Burning Seed party shenanigans

@

6pm 8pm

Madame
Cuntcakes
Sploshing
Parlour

Alchemy
of Sin

Never listen to anyone who tells you not to play with
your food. Even better, never listen to anyone who tells
you not to mash your food in whichever way pleases you
most! Get the sweetness on your skin, a flaggellatious
food fight for the ages.



9.30pm
10.30pm

Open Stage

Scratch,
Circus
Area

Our stage is yours! Jump on stage and share your
heavenly voice, your rhythmic body, your comic brilliance
or your dramatic monologue.

@

11.11pm
11.59pm

ARSE
Meeting

The
Orphanage

Abductee and Recovering Survivors of Extraterrestrials
(ARSE) network meeting. Sharing of stories and support
for survivors of alien abductions. You are not alone in
the Universe.

@

6.30pm
- 7pm

Fire Safety
Discussion

In the
Dome
- Left
of the
Effigy

There will be a half hour safety discussion prior to the
fire circle jam each night. This is ESSENTIAL if you’re a
first time burner!



6.30pm
8.30pm

Deep Space
Landing
Launch

Deep
Space
Landing
Art
Project

Lost in Deeper Space? Seek out the flame poofing
satellite, settle into a space pod and have a boogie to
music by fallen stars as we light up on the first night.


@

7pm 7am

Trash Fire
Hearth

Trash
Mansion

Warm yourself and sing insults to each other while
waiting for your camp oven to cook dinner.

7pm 9pm

Nightly Fire
Circle

Fire Tribe

Do you like to burn things? Come one, come all! Bring
your fire props and immerse yourself in the wonderful
world of fire! Spark your expressive side to life! Fuel for
fire twirling will be provided.



7pm 9pm

Kids Fly in
Cinema

Kids
Camp

Kid and family friendly movies every night after dinner.
Movie titles will be listed on the Kids Camp Blackboard
daily. 6:30pm start on burn nights.

@



7pm 11pm

Star Hip
Troopers

Pirainia

Getting here was half the battle, now it's time to join
the Star Hip Troopers! Put on your hippest Star outfit,
Camo gear or Trooper uniform. We'll bring the music,
you bring the bug spray. It's time to get down with the
beat and the DEET!



8pm 7am

Live nights

Trash
Mansion

Live acts, burlesque, comedy, and the exploits of binge
drinkers. Live performances every night with eclectic DJs
playing electronica and classic hits well into the morning.
If you want to perform introduce yourself to us early.
Take some time out in the Orphanage Bed and enjoy
the simple pleasure of being read to. Children's Classics,
Tales of Terror and more.



8pm 9pm

Bedtime
Stories

The
Orphanage



8pm 9.30pm

Artistic
Spread

Scratch,
Circus
Area

You’re invited to our place for dinner. Bring some
ingredients, cook with us, make some friends and see
some deliciously talented performers.



8.30pm
9.30pm

Cabaret

Scratch,
Circus
Area

Our gift is our body… Highly skilled performers offering
their everything for your viewing pleasure.

22

THURSDAY
i

Sanctuary
and
Chillout
Space

Sanctuary

Feeling stressed? Need to chill or talk during a
challenging experience? Come visit! We have a
comfortable place to hang, or talk in a non-judgmental,
confidential space, with info on safer partying & safe sex
supplies. Open 24H ea day.

i

SAFER SEX
SUPPLIES

TOILETS

SAFER SEX IS GOOD SEX! CONDOMS, LUBE AND
GOOD VIBES AVAILABLE AT ALL TOILETS AND
REPLENISHED DAILY! LOOK AFTER YOURSELF AND
YOUR... MATES! NO GLOVE, NO LOVE! IF IT'S NOT
ON, IT'S NOT...ON! :)

8am 8.45am

Pranayama
Fundamentals

Music
Medicine
Magic

Come to learn the fundamentals of yogic breath work
strait from Ashrams in India that have been developing
this art & science for thousands of years.


@

8.30am
11.30am

Morning
Love

DETOX

Revitalise with a drink from the Cup of Love or sort
your stuff out with a consult with Dr Love.

9am 10am

Solar
Wizardry

Alchemy
of Sin

Discover the “dark” arts of electrickery from a real
Wizard, Beard Included! Learn AC/DC, how to turn
sunlight into a milkshake, batteries, volts, and amps.
You may not leave with lightning in your fingertips, but
you never know.



9am 10am

Kids Café

Kids
Camp

Kids Café is open for breakfast, daily. Come down to
Kids Camp for the best breakfast you've ever had made
by a kid. Toast, cereal, fruit? Who knows what they serve
each day. Don't forget your bowl, spoon and cup.



9am 10am

Merry
Burnmass

The
Orphanage

Every morning is Christmas at The Orphanage!
Experience and enjoy breakfast gruel, carols, sing-alongs, gifts and Orphanauts.



9am 7pm

Kids Camp
Blackboard
Events

Kids
Camp

There's always stuff on at Kids Camp. Arts and crafts,
sports, circus skills, daylight disco, etc. The best way to
see what's coming up is do by and check the black board.
If you would like to run blackboard event drop by and
find Mother Monster.
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@

9.30am
- 11am

Intro to
Wax Play

Alchemy
of Sin

Sensual, kinky, ritualistic... In this workshop you will learn
how to choose the right candles, wax safety, and how
to create a sensual experience for both you and your
partner.

@

10am 11am

Hatha/
Vinyasa
Yoga

Swing
Dog
Circus

@

10am 11am

Virgin Tours
of Red
Earth City



10am 1pm

@
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@

11am 5pm

Day
Workshops

Fire
Tribe, left
of the
effigy

Come over and start (or finish!) the day with a yoga
session at Swing Dog Circus. We will be offering a
variety of practices focusing on core strength, flexibility
and balance. Relax into your burn! BYO towel or mat.

We’ll be hosting a range of workshops every day, from
circus activities to group discussions! If you have your
own props, bring ‘em. Some props will be provided for
workshops. Check the notice board by the dome for info
on workshop times!



11.11am
1.11pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

Manifest synchronicity and align your chakras by joining
the Glam & Cheezoids at 11:11AM for out of this
galaxy cheese toasties.

The
Orphanage

New to Red Earth City? Come for a friendly tour of
the City, its theme camps and Principles with The
Orphanage Virgin Tours. Operating 10am, 12pm and
3pm Thursday only. Starts outside The Orphanage

@

12pm 1pm

Acro Yoga
Workshop
and Jam
with Trixie

Swing
Dog
Circus

A mix of partner acrobatics, Thai massage and yoga,
acro yoga builds trust within the body, trust within the
community and trust that it is a lot of fun to do these
amazing things you never thought you'd be capable of!

Morning
Coffee

Solaris

Come visit our vintage coffee van Beverley for artisinalroasted coffee, just the way you like it! Serving Thurs to
Mon

@

12pm 1pm

The
Orphanage

10am 4pm

Mandala
painting
and
colouring

Red
Earth
Brewery

Red Earth Brewery is a family operation and we want
to welcome families, as well as everyone else, into the
brewery space this year for some non-alcoholic fun!
Come and relax, get creative and colour a mandala to
decorate the brewery or take home.

Virgin Tours
of Red
Earth City

New to Red Earth City? Come for a friendly tour of
the City, its theme camps and Principles with The
Orphanage Virgin Tours. Operating 10am, 12pm and
3pm Thursday only. Starts outside The Orphanage



12pm 1.30pm

Docking for
Repairs

Splash

After the asteroid storm of '16 the weary crew of the
HMAS Scumbucket set down for urgent repairs on
planet Splash, cautiously aware that the K-Sub has been
reported in the star system...



10am 5pm

Faery
Haven and
Art Cave

Toasted
Faeries

The Faery Haven And Art Cave (FHAAC) is open every
day at Toasted Faeries. Get creative! Paint, draw, colour
in and relax amongst the mushrooms.

@

12pm 2.30pm

The Space
Inbetween

Get to grips with the basics of a great massage. Learn
technique, the science, posture and routine. Follow with
Chapter 2 tomorrow if you want to go deeper....



10am 6pm

Mandala
colouring

Camp
Casbah

Come and contribute to the biggest continuous mandala
in the world (maybe?). Dissolve into the meditative
therapy of colouring in.

Massage
Workshop
Chapter 1
by Amy
Meet the
Minters

10am 7pm

La Boutique
Galactique

La Boutique Galactique is back for your on-paddock
fashion galactification! It’s a fashion space w/ all
donated by participants & given as a gifts. That's right,
decommodification at its best. No $ & no trading!
Clothes, shoes & accessories welcome.

12pm 3pm



Mint
Country
Club



Mint
Country
Club

SO WHO ARE THE MINTERS? Are they the cleanest,
greenest and pristine-est on the paddock or the
maddest, baddest and well-claddest? There's only one
way to find out! Join us for an afternoon soiree & fill
yourself to the brim with banging techno beats

@

12pm 3pm

Solaris
Daily
Workshops

Solaris

An essential mix of the practical and ludicrous. Check
blackboards daily for workshop specifics.



12pm 3.30pm

Pink
Intergalactic
Soiree

Deep
paddock

Blast off early and start your intergalactic tour out in
the deep paddock with some fresh tunes and cocktails.
Catch the afternoon Sun before the blackest night
intergalactic space and do so in PINK. It runs until the
end of time (or daylight).



12pm 5pm

Open mic

Trash
Mansion

Come on down and get up on our stage and perform
anyway you want. Yes you need to have talent and
preferably your own instruments or voice. Bands and
jam times welcome!

@

12.30pm
- 2pm

How to
love an
asshole!

Alchemy
of Sin

Stick it where the sun don't shine! Learn about the fun
you can have with prostate massage, the reverse G spot,
lubrication, and preparation. Get a good idea of the
anatomy and biology of anal play.

@

12.30pm
- 2pm

Safer
Partying
with the
Sanctuary
Crew

Centre
Camp

How do we navigate the complex environment of
chemical, emotional and physical experiences and
manage risk? Join the sanctuary team for a workshop
on safer partying and help us crowd source some of
your best tips for staying safe while getting loose

@

10.30am
11.30am

BDSM
Consent
Workshop
R18+

The Space
Inbetween

@

11am 12pm

Family
Circus
Games

Swing
Dog
Circus

Families that play together, stay together. We will
juggle, spin, climb, fly and probably fall! All with the
support of laughter and a hand to hold. This workshop is
focused on parents and kids working together.

Fun Little
Sex Games

Alchemy
of Sin

Actually, more like 'touch and communication' games. A
tightly-packed series of fun activities aimed at building
your boundary-setting muscles and supporting your
exploration. Mixed gender pair-work. Clothes on. No
late arrivals.

@


24

11am 12.30pm

11am 1pm

Dating with
Dorothy

Over the
Rainbow

Presenting an 18+ consent workshop on BDSM.
Learning how to ask the right questions in a safe space
about play & scene negotiation. LGBTQIA+ friendly &
sex-positive space!

Whatever your sexuality find love with the Love Doctor,
Chilly’s “Evil Cupid” speed dating system. Multiple
sexualities including bi & poly are catered for. That's
right, this session is Poly/Homo/Bi/Pan/Couples/
Groups/Everybody friendly.
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12.30pm
- 3pm

Send
Vegie Pic
to Muddy
Waters

The
Emporium

vegetarian and vegan fry up bbq to the anthology of
Muddy Waters and killer hula-hoop shindig by the
horror harlequin hoop honorarios



2pm 4pm

Board
games
Shmordgames

Hardware
Shmardware

Scrabble fiend? Shithead extraordinaire? Jenga
anyone? If you're interested in coming and chilling at
Hardware Shmardware we are going all out on the
relaxing afternoons. This is an all ages event everyday at
Hardware Shmardware Theme Camp

@

1pm 2pm

Fire
Spinning The Dragon
Staff

Swing
Dog
Circus

Ever wanted to know how to tame The Dragon? Fiera
Flow teaches beginner and advanced dragon staff tricks
and flow techniques. Limited spare props. BYO dragon is
encouraged. This is dry practice only.

@

2pm 4pm

Face
and cup
decorating

Hardware
Shmardware



1pm 3pm

The ART
SPACE

Kids
Camp

Kids Camp has is hosting 2 big art pieces by young
artists this year. Art by kids, for everyone. All Red
Earth City Kids are welcome to come and join us in
constructing the ROK1T to explore deeper space, plus
planets and other space objects.

We are going to bring some face paint if you would
like to bring your face to Hardware Shmardware! We
are also all about painting your cups so if you want a
banging cup bring it down from 2-4pm daily to use our
bedazzling ideas.

@

2pm 4pm

macramé

Hardware
Shmardware



1pm 9pm

Sunset
Island Day
Party Into
Sunset

Sunset
Island

Kicking off tunes at 1pm get your Burning Seed groove
on. Dance in the sunshine to deep house, enjoy our
chill out space with a cocktail in hand and connect. The
ultimate destination for sunset, connection, dance and
kicking off your night.

Want to learn macramé or show off your skills? We are
bringing some string so you can walk away with that
necklace or bracelet you always wanted to make. This
is an all ages event everyday at Hardware Shmardware
Theme Camp:)

@

2pm 4pm

Tie Dying

Hardware
Shmardware

Yep we got that dye- you got those white undies that
you would like to transform? White Socks need a new
lease of life? All ages- all size undies. Bring em on down
from 2-4pm daily at Hardware Shmardware



1.30pm
3.30pm

Kamp
Kraken
Theme
Camp Raid

Kamp
Kraken

Join the Kraken Krew for a tour of your friendly
neighbourhood Theme Camps. Meet the locals and get
the lay of the land. It's like Theme Camp speed dating,
only sexier.

@

3pm 4pm

Virgin Tours
of Red
Earth City

The
Orphanage

New to Red Earth City? Come for a friendly tour of
the City, its theme camps and Principles with The
Orphanage Virgin Tours. Operating 10am, 12pm and
3pm Thursday only. Starts outside The Orphanage.

@

2pm 3pm

Kissing
Workshop

DETOX

Be gently guided through a range of activities in a safe
space where consent and kissing go hand in hand. We
guarantee this workshop will put a smile on your face...
and you'll be happy to do the homework after class.
Facilitator: Dr Love



3pm 4.30pm

The Big
Dress
Parade

Spice
Cadets

Southern Belle meets Wedding Dress Drag! Think hoop
skirts, massive petticoats, crinolines, prom dresses - just
get your BIG DRESS on. We’ll form a procession from
Spice Lounge to Swing Dog Circus. Guys, gals and kids
all welcome!



2pm 3pm

Flaunt
yourself:
Open Mic/
Stage

Swing
Dog
Circus
Big Top

Do you have a cool, weird, wacky or simply wonderful
talent to show off or share? Here's your chance to have
the SDC Big Top and audience all to yourself! Sign your
name on the whiteboard near the entrance to the Swing
Dog Circus Big Top.

@

3pm 4.30pm

Juggle Jam

Swing
Dog
Circus

Welcoming our friends of all ages, beginner to expert.
Come and immerse yourself in the wonderful world of
circus. We have balls, hoops, diabolos and everything in
between!

@

2pm 3pm

Paint a
Totem
Stone

The
Orphanage

Experience the meditative process of painting your own
design onto a stone. Reconnect and create a keepsake.

@

3pm 5pm

Bass and
BreaksFest

Multipurpose event: present or attend workshops. Move
your body: dragon staff, poi, diablo, hula hoops etc. or
just relax in our Sauna. Talk to us if you want to run a
workshop. Workshops will be listed on our whiteboard
and on the WIFI intranet.




2pm 3pm

Faery
Toasties

Toasted
Faeries

Have you eaten today? Toasted sambos by faeries.
Limited vege and GF options.

Body
movement
/
workshops
/ sauna

2pm 3.30pm

Ferment
the
revolution!

The
Caravan
Sessions

Join Solaris on our caravan stage for live music and
choice selections. Check blackboards daily for set times.

Let’s take back control of our food systems. Bread, beer,
chocolate and many other products we indulge in are
ferments. Let's make living food together! Come nerd
out on fermy facts, taste some, and make some! See you
there!

3pm 6pm

Solaris

Camp
Commons


k

3pm 10pm

@

2pm 3.30pm

Dramatik
Energy

Centre
Camp

An interactive workshop to explore the connection
between mind, body and spirit in the art of drama. We
will dive into basic theatre techniques and improv games
to create an open, playful environment to connect,
share, express and above all have fun!

Burning
Seed
Bicycle
Adventure

The
paddock
and
beyond!

Join us for a bicycle adventure around the paddock and
beyond. We'll stop at art installations and theme camps
along the way, and finish up at Sunset Island just in time
for sunset drinks and a boogie. Don't forget to dress up
and decorate your bike!



3.30pm
4.30pm

Free corn
cobs for
everyone!

Centre
Camp

Hungry burners can come on over to get a free corn cob
to munch on. Anyone can get one, no strings attached,
just free corn for everyone!

@

2pm 4pm

Being Bad

Alchemy
of Sin

A lot of the sexiness comes from the allure of
being bad, of taking the risk of crossing borders of
conventional morality and politeness. you’ll have a
license to be bad. How bad can you be? How much bad
will you allow to be done to you?

k

4pm 4.20pm

Drop Bear
awareness
walk

Pirainia

The Drop Bear is a large marsupial related to the Koala.
While they are very hard to spot, Walk around and see
if you can spot one high up in the trees. Suggested
repellents to Drop Bears include having Vegemite or
toothpaste spread below the ears.
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@

4pm 5pm

Celebrating
Consent
Culture

Alchemy
of Sin

Join us in starting lessons on how to overcome these
boundaries and set the rules for your own life. Learn the
basics of asking for what you want, setting boundaries
(and enforcing them!), and celebrating your autonomy
as a human being!



6.30pm
- 1am

Evenings at
Erstwhile

Erstwhile
Manor

After sunset join us for a Vaudeville show to titillate and
enthrall (sign up to perform on our blackboard!), tea,
coffee & tasty treats. Later we'll be the darkest dance
floor on the paddock, bringing you candlelit gothic
beats til late.

i

4pm 5pm

Welcome
to country

Yindyamarrar
circle

Burning Seed is held on Wiradjuri Country. We gather
to acknowledge and pay our respect to the traditional
owners and be welcomed by local Wiradjuri elders. We
ask for all music to be turned off by 3:30pm, until the
Welcome to Country is finished.

@

6.30pm
7.30pm

When
CrossDresser is
Not CrossDresser

Alchemy
of Sin

Why do women get to have all the fun with clothing?
Discover how straight men CAN dress sexy. Take the
power of clothing back. Gents, dress pretty! Ladies, be
prepared to strut your own cloth as well!



4.20pm
5.02pm

The Pirainia
Today Show

Pirainia

"Show me what you got, I want to see what you got"
- This is the Show where you help make it happen and
anything is possible. Music, Comedy, Workshops, Guest
Speakers, Group discussions and even Time Travel!



7pm 2am

The Mintergalactic
Universe

Mint
Country
Club



4.20pm
6.20pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

The Glam & Cheezoids know how you earthlings enjoy
cheese toasties gargantuanly post psychedelic space
lettuce, so join us at 4:20PM to satiate your appetite.

Deeper space: the final frontier. These are the voyages
of the Mintergalactic Country Club. Its mission: to
explore strange new theme camps, to seek out new life
and new states of consciousness, to boldly party where
no burner has partied before



7pm 4am

Bass
marathon

Bass &
BreaksFest



4.20pm
7.20pm

Meet the
Cheezoids

Glam &
Cheese

Bogan wine & cheese tasting. Come with us as we delve
into the spiritual nature of Southern Cross tattoos and
appropriate some ocker culture. BYO flannies, mullets,
and tooth decay. Cheese slices & boxed wine on us.

This is our flagship event - Come and boogie to some
serious bass music business. We'll play the whole
genre of bass, from Reggae, Dubstep, Jungle and all in
between. Further info on our WIFI intranet (join 'Seed
WIFI' and load any page in a browser)

4.30pm
6.30pm

Barbarella's
Wardrobe

Kamp
Kraken

Visit Barbarella's wardrobe for a funky, quirky,
intergalactic costume to wear to the Tentacled Space
Vixen party. Our spaceship will be parked outside the
Middle Eastern Mafia where we have taken control of
their Galaxy. Come find us there!

7pm 4am

Solar
Cinema

Solaris





Solaris solar cinema runs nightly, showing an eclectic
selection of cult classics, shorts and random oddities.
Check blackboards daily for film times.

7pm 7am

Trash Fire
Hearth

Trash
Mansion

Warm yourself and sing insults to each other while
waiting for your camp oven to cook dinner.



4.30pm
- 12am

Barbarella
& the
Tentacled
Space
Vixens

Kamp
Kraken
at MEM
dome

Kamp Kraken has taken control of the MEM Galaxy
for one wild, unsanctioned party! Expect interactive
performances, exhaltation transference pellets, essence
of man, costumes from Barbarella's wardrobe and maybe
even a strip show from Barbarella.




7pm 8pm

Vulcan
sweat

Intergalactic
Sweat
Station
(ISS)

This sweat is designed for all vegetarian species. Hot
and sweaty just like we like it, with some intergalactic
post sauna vegetarian treats.



7pm 9pm

Kids Fly in
Cinema

Kids
Camp

Kid and family friendly movies every night after dinner.
Movie titles will be listed on the Kids Camp Blackboard
daily. 6:30pm start on burn nights.



8pm 3am

Toasted
Faeries
Silent Disco

Toasted
Faeries

Get schwifty at the faeries silent disco!! Glowing multichanneled head sets. Multiple stages of live DJs and
interactive visuals. Progressive/Psy/Tech/Electro/Swing/
House/Chiptunes. Running all night.



8pm 7am

Live nights

Trash
Mansion

Live acts, burlesque, comedy, and the exploits of binge
drinkers. Live performances every night with eclectic
DJs playing electronica and classic hits well into the
morning. If you want to perform introduce yourself to
us early.



8pm 9pm

Rainbow
Riot - A
Pride
Parade

Over the
Rainbow

A Pride Parade of shiny, fabulous proportions. Whether
your LGBQTI+ or ally come on down, be loud and
proud and join our rainbow parade! Light yourself up so
bright that the stars themselves become jealous and we
recreate the universe on the ground.



8pm 9pm

Story Time

Scratch,
Circus
Area

We want to bring your story to life. Put your real life
story in our letter box and come by to see us bring it to
the stage.



8pm 9pm

Bedtime
Stories

The
Orphanage

Take some time out in the Orphanage bed and enjoy
the simple pleasure of being read to. Children's Classics,
Tales of Terror and more.



5pm 5am

Journey
to the Red
Planet

Bean Bag
Babylon

It's 2050, Earth is dying, and colonizing Mars is the
only alternative to obliteration. But first we party. BBB
returns to the paddock with our legendary donation
bar and sweet deep beats. Dress in red, or be refused
boarding to Mars!

@

5pm 6.30pm

Sensual
Massage

Alchemy
of Sin

Bask in an opportunity to learn some lovely sensual
massage techniques. Expect, relaxation and playfulness!
Heighten your senses and sensitivity. All genders
welcome, and please, bring your partner in crime.



5.30pm
- 7pm

Centre
Camp Pot
Luck Dinner
Party

Centre
Camp

Come and join us for the official Centre Camp Opening
Pot Luck Dinner Party. Bring something to share and
get to know the Centre Camp Crew during an evening
of food, stories, games and music.



6pm 12am

Ptedtaloefxia
Larval Phase

Alcazar
Riffle

Ptedtaloefxia - your invitation to ritual transformation.
A beginning. Experience the lepidopteran luxuriating
zone and begin a mythical metamorphosis



6pm 6.40pm

Roving
Rave

The
wayward
Nomads
of the
Roving
Radio

Bring a radio and be part of an organic mobile sound
system by following the One True Signal, or don't and
simply be caught up in the net of tasty jams!
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9pm 12am

Gentlemen’s
Bucket Bar

BBB
Dome

Screw the deeper space; get knee deep in the cocktails
all the while pretending to be special at BBB…

9pm 1am

Kinky
Masquerade

The Space
Inbetween

Bring a mask and dress (or undress) to impress! TSI is
hosting a fabulous fetish masquerade & play party for
the adventurous & amorous on the paddock! Warm up
your insides & outsides, ;) enjoy the view of salacious
spankshots, sexy dancing & more!



9pm

Kids Camp
Teen Screen

Kids
Camp

Cinema for the big kids. After the early family movie or
the man and temple burns, Kids Camp will be screening
a movie for the older kids. No baby movies here. Nightly
titles will be posted on the Kids Camp Blackboard each
morning.



9pm 10.30pm

Films
towards
Change

Doing It
Ourselves

Films will generally be of the Utopian, Political, or
Interesting nature, or maybe they won't! Its a mystery
that will only be solved by investigation... to the Cinema
at Doing It Ourselves Camp!



9pm Late

Drag
Dreaming

Dirty
Birds



9.30pm
10.30pm

Improv
Theatre
Sports



10pm 12am

@

10pm 11pm



10pm late



11pm 12am

@
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i

Sanctuary
and
Chillout
Space

Sanctuary

Feeling stressed? Need to chill or talk during a
challenging experience? Come visit! We have a
comfortable place to hang, or talk in a non-judgmental,
confidential space, with info on safer partying & safe sex
supplies. Open 24H ea day.

i

SAFER SEX
SUPPLIES

TOILETS

SAFER SEX IS GOOD SEX! CONDOMS, LUBE AND
GOOD VIBES AVAILABLE AT ALL TOILETS AND
REPLENISHED DAILY! LOOK AFTER YOURSELF AND
YOUR... MATES! NO GLOVE, NO LOVE! IF IT'S NOT
ON, IT'S NOT...ON! :)



12am 4am

Solar
Cinema

Solaris

Solaris solar cinema runs nightly, showing an eclectic
selection of cult classics, shorts and random oddities.
Check blackboards daily for film times.

Over the Rainbow's biggest, brightest and shiniest party
of fabulous proportions. Don't miss out on our amazing
drag superstars, or crown yourself king or queen for the
night. The gayest party at Seed guaranteed.



4am 8am

Unwind
and sweat

Bass and
BreaksFest

Come and relax your ears and body to some chill-out
and ambient music. Oh.. and yes, we have a sauna. Sweat
your sins away ! Further info on our WIFI intranet (join
'Seed WIFI' and load any page in a browser)

Scratch,
Circus
Area

It’s unpredictable and dangerous… We love it! Curated
improvised theatre where everyone is encouraged to gat
involved.



5.30am
- 1pm

Middle
Eastern
Sunrise

Middle
Eastern
Mafia MEM

POV
dragon staff
performance
and jam

Bass and
BreaksFest

Persistence of Vision dragon staff performance and LED
flow arts jam to the best bass we can muster. Bring your
flow toys (and maybe fire props TBC) and play with us!

Let the call to pray tempt you from your sleep, lure you
across dawns threshold and let a day of middle eastern
hedonistic pleasures wash over you. Tea, shisha, and the
warmest sets of the paddock will make this first ever
sunrise party unforgettable

@

8am 8.45am

Pranayama
Fundamentals

Music
Medicine
Magic

Come to learn the fundamentals of yogic breath work
strait from Ashrams in India that have been developing
this art & science for thousands of years.

Cosmic
Walk

The
Orphanage

The Cosmic Walk is a deep ecology ritual re-telling the
story of the 14 billion history of the Cosmos, Earth, and
humanity. Bring an instrument, your voice, and your feet
to walk or dance with through the spiral of the galaxy
into Deeper Space.




8.30am 11.30am

Morning
Love

DETOX

Revitalise with a drink from the Cup of Love or sort
your stuff out with a consult with Dr Love.

9am 10am

Kids Café

Kids
Camp

Kids Café is open for breakfast, daily. Come down to
Kids Camp for the best breakfast you've ever had made
by a kid. Toast, cereal, fruit? Who knows what they serve
each day. Don't forget your bowl, spoon and cup.

@

9am 10am

Sunset
Island Yoga

Sunset
Island

Ease into your day by waking up the body and mind
looking into the wonderful view of nature at Sunset
Island. Friday yoga stretches and warms up those
dancing muscles!

@

9am 10am

Vinyasa
Yoga

Centre
Camp

Come invigorate your bodies and minds with a dynamic
flowing with breath yoga class. Keith will incorporate
fundamentals of asana along with focused breath work
as you flow.



9am 10am

Merry
Burnmass

The
Orphanage

Every morning is Christmas at The Orphanage!
Experience and enjoy breakfast gruel, carols, sing-alongs, gifts and Orphanauts.



9am 7pm

Kids Camp
Blackboard
Events

Kids
Camp

There's always stuff on at Kids Camp. Arts and crafts,
sports, circus skills, daylight disco, etc. The best way to
see what's coming up is do by and check the black board.
If you would like to run blackboard event drop by and
find Mother Monster.

Black hole
black light
party

Crunchytown

Speed Drag

Dirty
Birds

ARSE
Meeting

The
Orphanage

sucked in space, let's party!

Ladies and gentlemen and those in between welcome
to Seed's next top drag superstar. Battle camp against
camp to make one a person of your choice your drag
superstar. Who will win the ultimate prize of the golden
queef award, will it be you?
Abductee and Recovering Survivors of Extraterrestrials
(ARSE) network meeting. Sharing of stories and support
for survivors of alien abductions. You are not alone in
the Universe.
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@

9.30am
- 11am

The
Enneagram

Alchemy
of Sin

By understanding the deeper motivations that drive
your own and other peoples actions and re-actions, you
can add depth and empathy to all your relationships. A
basic overview of how the Enneagram has mapped the
different ego types and how they works

@

10am 11am

Life Design
- Discover
You
Purpose

Sunset
Island

Ever wondered which line of work would give you the
best ROI for your time? Your life? This interactive and
thought provoking workshop will provide you with a
framework for career, business and purpose selection
for the rest of your life.

Drug Law
Reform
Activism

Centre
Camp

E-motion
Yoga

Music
Medicine
Magic

E-motion Yoga is a synthesis of Yoga, Qigong, Tantra
& Dance to release trapped emotions stored in the
electrics of our body causing health conditions &
preventing our deepest form of love. You will heal using
the oldest medicine on Earth.

@
@

10am 11am

10am 11.15am

Join founding vice-president of Students for Sensible
Drug Policy Australia Ash Blackwell to learn about the
resurgence of grass-roots activism on drug policy in
Australia. Where are we at and what are the prospects
for reform?

@

10am 11am

Hatha/
Vinyasa
Yoga

Swing
Dog
Circus

Come over and start (or finish!) the day with a yoga
session at Swing Dog Circus. We will be offering a
variety of practices focusing on core strength, flexibility
and balance. Relax into your burn! BYO towel or mat.



10am 1pm

Morning
Coffee

Solaris

Come visit our vintage coffee van Beverley for artisinalroasted coffee, just the way you like it! Serving Thurs to
Mon

@

10am 4pm

Mandala
painting
and
colouring

Red
Earth
Brewery

Red Earth Brewery is a family operation and we want
to welcome families, as well as everyone else, into the
brewery space this year for some non-alcoholic fun!
Come and relax, get creative and colour a mandala to
decorate the brewery or take home.



10am 5pm

Faery
Haven and
Art Cave

Toasted
Faeries

The Faery Haven And Art Cave (FHAAC) is open every
day at Toasted Faeries. Get creative! Paint, draw, colour
in and relax amongst the mushrooms.



10am 6pm

Mandala
colouring

Camp
Casbah

Come and contribute to the biggest continuous mandala
in the world (maybe?). Dissolve into the meditative
therapy of colouring in.



10am 7pm

La Boutique
Galactique

Mint
Country
Club

La Boutique Galactique is back for your on-paddock
fashion galactification! It’s a fashion space w/ all
donated by participants & given as a gifts. That's right,
decommodification at its best. No $ & no trading!
Clothes, shoes & accessories welcome.

@


11am 11.30am

Tai Chi

DETOX

Tai Chi is Moving Meditation. Relax before you get
rowdy. Leader: Kimberley Watson

11am 12pm

Songs from
the Hat

Kraken

Let's have a big old singalong. Everyone puts 5 songs
into a hat. We draw one song out of the hat. Everyone
plays and sings that song together. Repeat until happy
and exhausted. Bring instruments and voices. List of
songs and songbooks provided.

@

11am 12pm

Paddock
Name
Whisperer

Camp
Casbah
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@

11am 12pm

ACROYOGA
FOR
EVERYONE

Music
Medicine
Magic

Acroyoga is a mix of joy, happiness, connection, balance
& strength. Beatriz and Keith have been AcroYoging
for 2 years & are happy to share this amazing skill with
everyone. Bring your energy, love & yoga mat.

@

11am 12pm

5 Love
Languages
Discussion

Over the
Rainbow

The 5 Love Languages is a book based on a theory that
people understand and express love in different ways.
This is a guided discussion to help you identify yours and
your partners love language.

@

11am 12pm

Hoopin'
Happiness

Swing
Dog
Circus

Explore your loopy, hoopy happiness with these
wondrous circles of fun. Who knew it was possible to
hoop on feet and fingers or with a friend! Come and
find out more wacky ways to spin a hoop!

@

11am 12.30pm

BDSM on a
Budget

The Space
Inbetween

Ever see those $$ toys lying around and wonder if it's
worth it? Curious about the tools of the trade? Drop
by and get a crash course on what we call pervertables;
everyday objects you can use to spice up your sex life.
R18+ LGBTQIA+ friendly



11am 1pm

Struggle
Brunch
Returns

Telekinetik
Chair
Repair

Come and imbibe refreshments to take that edge off
- see you at the return of the Struggle Brunch! We’ll
make you MIMOSAS, french toast, waffles, pancakes
and the return of the AMAZING BACONMOBILE! Bring
donations to keep it going! Remember your VIP pass to
redeem the VIP Breakfast Brunch Package

@

11am 1pm

The Forest

Alchemy
of Sin

Touch-based group ritual. Another opportunity to
practice setting boundaries! Sometimes hedonistic,
sometimes profoundly moving. Always within the limits
you define. Mixed gender pair-work. Clothes on. No late
arrivals.

@

11am 12.30pm

Shemewé
Be All That
You Are
(We)

Centre
Camp

Shemewé is our feminine (She), masculine (He),
authenticity (Me) and relationships (We). WE examines
why stories that trigger difficult feelings and dynamics
replay in our lives. A workshop about our connections to
everything and everyone around us.

@

11am 4.20pm

Tie Dye
Friday!

Pirainia

Tie Dye Friday is a day party so fabulous, It's to dye for!
Wear your best tie dye outfit, rainbows or anything
colourful and meet up in Pirainia. We'll have tie dye
group photos, Music, A Muay Thai Dye Workshop,
Games, Drinks and fun times!

@

11am 5pm

Day
Workshops

Fire
Tribe, left
of the
effigy

We’ll be hosting a range of workshops every day, from
circus activities to group discussions! If you have your
own props, bring ‘em. Some props will be provided for
workshops. Check the notice board by the dome for info
on workshop times!



11am 10pm

Deep Space
Under The
Sea Sunsets

Sunset
Island

Join one of the biggest gatherings of Burning Seed as
Sunset Island unites with the K-Sub to spread sound
over the paddock as the suns glow turns gold. From day
party to sunset into a light spectacle after dark. Wear
your underwater outfit!!



11.11am
1.11pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

Manifest synchronicity and align your chakras by joining
the Glam & Cheezoids at 11:11AM for out of this
galaxy cheese toasties.

You've heard of Paddock names but you're flummoxed as
to what your's is - come and get one from Clairesey, the
Paddock Name Whisperer!
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@

12pm 1pm

Acro Yoga
Workshop
and Jam
with Trixie

Swing
Dog
Circus

A mix of partner acrobatics, Thai massage and yoga,
acro yoga builds trust within the body, trust within the
community and trust that it is a lot of fun to do these
amazing things you never thought you'd be capable of!

@

1.30pm
2.30pm

Speed
Dating

DETOX

Looking for the man/woman/unicorn of your
dreams… Join us for the most magical matchmaking
event on the paddock. Facilitators: Helen, DJ Zero Fux
& Dr Love.



12pm 1pm

My
Milkshakes !

The Yard

my Milkshake brings all the boys (girl, non gender
specific) to the yard. Come get your milk shake on with
us ( dairy and non dairy options ) .

@

2pm 3pm

Contact
Juggling

Swing
Dog
Circus

Learn the mystical art of contact juggling! Start the
journey of becoming a master of momentum with the
experienced, the one and only Chris Hawkins.



12pm 1.30pm

It's life, but
not as we
know it!

Splash

Action stations, action stations! OMG the repair base
on Splash is being completely overrun by the native
inhabitants... with the threat of K-Sub interference
remaining high.

@

2pm 3.30pm

NonViolent
Direct
Action 101

Camp
Commons

Ever been inspired by the passion and power of
frontline battles for our environment, climate or social
justice? Get a snapshot into this dynamic approach that
gets the goods and makes history!

@

12pm 3pm

Solaris
Daily
Workshops

Solaris

An essential mix of the practical and ludicrous. Check
blackboards daily for workshop specifics.

@

3pm 3.30pm

Sex positive
consent
workshop

Camp
Commons



12pm 5pm

Open mic

Trash
Mansion

Come on down and get up on our stage and perform
anyway you want. Yes you need to have talent and
preferably your own instruments or voice. Bands and
jam times welcome!

Come brush up on your festival consent skills. Practice
saying YES, NO, and negotiating for your desires.
Inclusive of sexual & gender diversity (poly, kink, queer,
trans etc.). Let's be safe with one another so we can be
dangerous together..

@

2pm 3.30pm

Anarchism
101

Doing It
Ourselves



12pm 6pm

Happy
Hour!

Red
Earth
Brewery

Come and sample from our large selection of delicious
craft beers, handmade using the finest hops, yeast and
malts. BYOC!

Curious about anarchism-? Interested in what a nonhierarchical society without government, police, prisons
and consumerism could look like? Have ideas about
anarchism you want to share? Come along for a great
chat!

@

12.30pm
- 2pm

Tales
from the
paddock

Centre
Camp

Panel discussion and Q&A from seasoned burners



2pm 4pm

Board
games
Shmordgames

Hardware
Shmardware

Scrabble fiend? Shithead extraordinaire? Jenga
anyone? If you're interested in coming and chilling at
Hardware Shmardware we are going all out on the
relaxing afternoons. This is an all ages event everyday at
Hardware Shmardware Theme Camp

@

1pm 2pm

Fire
Spinning The Dragon
Staff

Swing
Dog
Circus

Ever wanted to know how to tame The Dragon? Fiera
Flow teaches beginner and advanced dragon staff tricks
and flow techniques. Limited spare props. BYO dragon is
encouraged. This is dry practice only.

i

2pm 4pm

Burning
Seed Town
Hall

Centre
Camp

@

1pm 3pm

Sensual
Shibari

Alchemy
of Sin

Japanese Rope Bondage heightens psychological and
physiological response, can be powerfully intimate,
builds trust, explores surrender, and is very sexy. Learn
safe, beautiful and effective ways to tie your partner for
building erotic intimacy.

The Burning Seed Organisation wants your input on
Seed’s future! The Org will be running a community
engagement process to hear your views on its structure
(and other issues). This session will provide information
on the upcoming process, and include Q&A.

@

2pm 4pm

Face
and cup
decorating

Hardware
Shmardware



1pm 3pm

The ART
SPACE

Kids
Camp

Kids Camp has is hosting 2 big art pieces by young
artists this year. Art by kids, for everyone. All Red
Earth City Kids are welcome to come and join us in
constructing the ROK1T to explore deeper space, plus
planets and other space objects.

We are going to bring some face paint if you would
like to bring your face to Hardware Shmardware! We
are also all about painting your cups so if you want a
banging cup bring it down from 2-4pm daily to use our
bedazzling ideas.

@

2pm 4pm

macramé

Hardware
Shmardware

@

1pm 3.30pm

Massage
Workshop
Chapter 2
by Amy

The Space
Inbetween

Going Deeper. Learn Deep Tissue massage techniques,
how to do them safely and what goes on beneath the
surface, go deeper with a full body deep tissue routine.

Want to learn macramé or show off your skills? We are
bringing some string so you can walk away with that
necklace or bracelet you always wanted to make. This
is an all ages event everyday at Hardware Shmardware
Theme Camp:)



2pm 4pm

Spoken
Sunsets
- Poetry
Open Mic

Sunset
Island

SPOKEN brings spoken word poetry to your favourite
sunset hangout. An invitation to speak and be heard
- anyone with a voice and an original poem will be
welcomed on stage



1pm 5pm

Faery
Cocktail
Party

Toasted
Faeries

Fancy wetting your whistle whilst getting toasty? Come
on down to Toasted Faeries for our infamous cocktail
party! Colourful cocktails, crazy artistic shenanigans,
fairy pole show and electro swingin' tunes by "Yaymy
and Yaydan's Yay Party"!

@

2pm 4pm

Tie Dying

Hardware
Shmardware

Yep we got that dye- you got those white undies that
you would like to transform? White Socks need a new
lease of life? All ages- all size undies. Bring em on down
from 2-4pm daily at Hardware Shmardware



1pm 7pm

Lunachicks

Middle
Eastern
Mafia MEM

Lunachicks is an all female dj line up , hosted this year
by Middle Eastern Mafia. 7 hours of magical beats and a
donation bar . this bewitching experience is brought to
you by the Burning Witches Association and Telekinetik
Chair Repair.



2pm 4pm

Wine
Unmasked

Mint
Country
Club

A wine education session where we remove the
influence that a label has on a wine and we explore what
is inside the bottle.
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2.30pm
- 5pm

Pants Off
Friday

Whispering
Shack

It's Friday. No plans? No pants! Come and gather
for a bevvy at The Whispering Shack to say hello to
the village with some funky tunes and even funkier
underwear.



4pm 7pm

Classy As
Fuck

Near
Mint
Country
Club

Come to Classy As Fuck at Burning Seed. If you've
never been, you simply must, Dahlings... Frock up & be
fabulous! Join the shenanigans, bring a cheese & your
Awesomeness to share. Stay classy, Dahlings.



3pm 4pm

Magic
Mushy Mylk
Shakes

The
Orphanage

Come by the Orphanage for a delicious energy tonic.
No not real magic, this aint Harry Potter, but a mix
Chinese mushrooms, spices and cacao skaked with non
dairy milk. BYOC



4pm 7.30pm

ARTery
Tours, Meet
The Artists

Centre
Camp

@

3pm 4.30pm

Massage
Dance
Contact
Improvisation

Alcazar
Riffle

Embrace your body with another through the simple
kind gesture of touch. Work through the softening of
the muscles and develop your connection to your pelvic
centre that finds freedom of movement for the dance of
contact improvisation.

Get your moonboots, cameras, sampling props &
notebooks ready for a cosmic expedition to explore
creative art installations. 4pm Daylight site adventure
tour, 6pm Dusk artist panel with Q&A talks, wine &
cheese. 7:30pm Darkness tour of lights and fire



4pm 5pm

B&B's
Breakfast
bash

Bass and
BreaksFest

Brekky and coffee at this auspicious time of the day.
We'll provide some treats and feel free to bring food
to share as well. Further info on our WIFI intranet (join
'Seed WIFI' and load any page in a browser)

@

3pm 4.30pm

Manipulation
Madness

Swing
Dog
Circus

March into the madness of Circus Manipulation!
Come and try your hand at a variety of skills including
juggling, hula hooping, spinning plates and more. There's
something for everyone!

@

4pm 5.30pm

Home for
Tired Souls

Centre
Camp

Come shed your burdens and uncover your true self
through a ritual of forgiveness, moving on and letting
go of fears. Our symbolic journey that will soothe and
heal the spirit.

@

3pm 4.30pm

Physical
Communication

Scratch,
Circus
Area

Classic and contemporary physical theatre techniques to
expand your physical vocabulary.



4.20pm
5.02pm

The Pirainia
Today Show

Pirainia

"Show me what you got, I want to see what you got"
- This is the Show where you help make it happen and
anything is possible. Music, Comedy, Workshops, Guest
Speakers, Group discussions and even Time Travel!

@

3pm 5pm

The
Bordello

Alchemy
of Sin

we will explore sex work and prostitution through roleplay. We will set up a bordello, where participants can
chose to be either clients or prostitutes. The bordello
will have a madam. Clients will use monopoly money.



4.20pm
6.20pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

The Glam & Cheezoids know how you earthlings enjoy
cheese toasties gargantuanly post psychedelic space
lettuce, so join us at 4:20PM to satiate your appetite.



3pm 5pm

Fried Pigs
in Space

The
Emporium

The infamous BACON EMPORIUM bbq times! Some
veg’ish stuff available! To the tunes of the event “FULL
METAL BALANCE”

@

4.30pm
5.30pm

AcroYoga

Hardware
Shmardware



3pm 6pm

The
Caravan
Sessions

Solaris

Join Solaris on our caravan stage for live music and
choice selections. Check blackboards daily for set times.

A beginners workshop to learn the acroyoga basics. The
foundations teach correct alignment with emphasis on
learning awareness in the body and how to listen and
work together with a partner.

@

5pm 6pm

Rainbow
Salsa

Over the
Rainbow



3pm 6pm

Full Metal
Balance

Trash
Mansion

An afternoon of pure heavy music listening pleasure
brought to you by devout metal fanatics who want to
restore some balance to the variety of music found on
the paddock. \m/ ( -_- ) \m/

Latin fever has hit at Over the Rainbow! Come learn
this sexy street dance in our 1 hour introductory lesson,
then put your skills to the test in our salsa social. No
matter if you are a beginner or a pro enjoy the Latin
vibes.



5pm 6.15pm

Sunset
Drumming

Music
Medicine
Magic

Join us for sunset drum circle in the ancient tradition
of music as medicine. We send off the cosmic solar rays
and usher in the long night with some delicious WestAfrican grooves.



5.30pm
- 4am

Space
Bandits

Bean Bag
Babylon

A fearsome force of freaks, harking from the Planet
Babylon; a world of dastardly desire where petty crime
is rife, oddities abound & bizarre is the superstar.
Donation bar, bring yer cup!



5.30pm
6.30pm

Casbandidos
Burritos

Camp
Casbah

Hot, fresh and delicious!... Enjoy our homemade,
inauthentic but very tasty burritos to kickstart your
evening. Early birds get a bonus shot of tequila. Meat
and vegan options available. Bienvenidos a la Casbah!

@

5.30pm
- 6pm

Cognitive
Liberty, drugs
& human
rights

Centre
Camp

Join Ash Blackwell for an exploration of freedom
of thought, the development of human rights laws
and how they relate to drug use. If we recognize the
importance of autonomy over our own bodies, what
about our minds?


@

3pm 7pm

Tripchen

The
Orphanage

Camp
Casbah

Have you ever cooked your way out of a broccoli
fractal? Have you ever drunk whiskey from a shoe? Turn
up (on time!) tune in, drop out and join the cook up.
BYO ingredients, everything else supplied!
Slip out of work early Friday afternoon & drop into
Casbah for a laid back chat about making sexual
health sexy. It's part skillshare, part info session from
my experience working in sexual health, and my own
healthy sex praxis. Swing on by!

3.30pm
4.30pm

Sexy Health
Workshop

@

3.30pm
5.30pm

Shibari
Workshop

The Space
Inbetween

Shibari 101 - An introduction to some beginner ties in
Japanese bondage. Learn how to negotiate the joy of
rope with your bondage buddy. Some safe ways to tie
your partner's limbs to the bed and a tidy little hogtie!
BYO rope. R18+

k

4pm 4.20pm

Drop Bear
awareness
walk

Pirainia

The Drop Bear is a large marsupial related to the Koala.
While they are very hard to spot, Walk around and see
if you can spot one high up in the trees. Suggested
repellents to Drop Bears include having Vegemite or
toothpaste spread below the ears.
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6pm 6.40pm

Roving
Rave

The
Wayward
Nomads
of the
Roving
Radio

Bring a radio and be part of an organic mobile sound
system by following the One True Signal, or don't and
simply be caught up in the net of tasty jams!

@

6pm 7.30pm

Sex
Education
101

Alchemy
of Sin

Consent, gender, relationships and kinks - an open
forum



6pm 8pm

WINNER
Party

The
Kingdom



6.30pm
- 1am

Evenings at
Erstwhile

@

6.30pm
- 7pm

Fire Safety
Discussion






8pm 3.30am

The OUTER
SPICE Ball

Dirty
Birds

The Spice Cadets will take you on a journey deep into
OUTER SPICE... serving up an intoxicating concoction
of flavour, aroma and sound, with guest performers and
DJs playing exotic rhythms + deep funky tech & house
all night. DRESS: Hot-spicy-spacey!



8pm 6am

Meowterspace Party

Telekinetik
Chair
Repair

If you combine Wine and Dinner, the new word is
WINNER!! Join us at The Kingdom for a WINNER
PARTY!! Bring a bottle or cask of wine to share,
something to snack on that goes well with wine, and
your favorite wine vessel.

Cosmic cats unite as LOVE CANNOT BE INVADED rolls
the COCO POCO LOCOmotive in to TELEKINETIK
CHAIR REPAIR’s laser-riddled galactic playpen. Scratch
your itch to some dynamic beats, lap up some drinks &
catnip treats, chase the laserz and paw at the interactive
installations & performances. BYO cup & cosmic outfit.



8pm 7am

Live nights

Trash
Mansion

Erstwhile
Manor

After sunset join us for a Vaudeville show to titillate and
enthrall (sign up to perform on our blackboard!), tea,
coffee & tasty treats. Later we'll be the darkest dance
floor on the paddock, bringing you candlelit gothic
beats til late.

Live acts, burlesque, comedy, and the exploits of binge
drinkers. Live performances every night with eclectic
DJs playing electronica and classic hits well into the
morning. If you want to perform introduce yourself to
us early.



8pm 9pm

Cabaret

Scratch,
Circus
Area

Our gift is our body… Highly skilled performers offering
their everything for your viewing pleasure.

In the
Dome
- Left
of the
Effigy

There will be a half hour safety discussion prior to the
fire circle jam each night. This is ESSENTIAL if you’re a
first time burner!



8pm 9pm

Bedtime
Stories

The
Orphanage

Take some time out in the Orphanage bed and enjoy
the simple pleasure of being read to. Children's Classics,
Tales of Terror and more.

Enjoy a Jamaican vibe at Camp Casbah to kick off Friday
night's musical treats. Start the evening the right way
with .Flacboy selecting the beats!

8pm 5am

SPACE
PROBED Main Event

Trash
Mansion

Camp
Casbah



An intergalactic injection of live music that will get your
mind on a journey and your body on a bender! With a
rowdy and sensory cocktail bar shindig, party games,
visual projections and then some…



8.30pm 11.30pm

Casbah
Block Party

Camp
Casbah

Kick it at The Casbah at the end of another Seedy day!
Join the Casbah Cadets as we go Intergalactic with the
best of Golden Age & New School Hip Hop!

9pm

FIRE SEED
BURN

Map ref:
G

Join us and witness the burning of the Fire Seed art
project built with all natural and reclaimed materials.
The creator Glenn Todd invites you to contemplate the
toxicity and impact of our burn event as you watch his
installation go up in flames.



9pm 2am

Love Potion
Party

Music
Medicine
Magic

Journey into the deep with the ancient magic of
powerful potions. An alchemy of music, medicine
and cosmic visions ignites the magic. Deep Tech, Dub
and Mixed Electronica provide the alchemy with love
potions fresh from the cauldron.



9pm 6am

Friday
Freak Show
Fiasco:
Dogs In
Space

Swing
Dog
Circus
Big Top

Roll Up Roll Up as we present in all our wondrous glory
- For One Night Only - Performance Art in its weirdest
and wackiest. A night of spectacular sights and salacious
sounds to seduce us all. Don't miss this wild night of
dazzling delights!



9pm

Kids Camp
Teen Screen

Kids
Camp

Cinema for the big kids. After the early family movie or
the man and temple burns, Kids Camp will be screening
a movie for the older kids. No baby movies here. Nightly
titles will be posted on the Kids Camp Blackboard each
morning.



9pm 9.30pm

Dr Sid's
Super
Pharmacopia

Swing
Dog
Circus
Big Top

Got a bad case of first world problems? Why not try
some cures from Swing Dog's very own Dr Sid! (read
terms and conditions before consulting Dr Sid or his
associate clowns on any cures)

6.30pm
8.30pm

Space
Hoppa

7pm 8.30pm

Family
Freak Show
Fiasco:
Pups In
Space

Swing
Dog
Circus

Attention All KIDS! SDC is proud to announce a circus
show specifically for our youngest burners. Roll Up Roll
Up and run away with the circus! The amazing Justin
Case is back to perform his hilarious magical/circus
stunt show!
Time to RADIATE our good vibes and heat things up
to stellar maximum! We're setting the controls for the
heart of the sun. Wear gold, yellow and orange. Dress
to dazzle!



7pm 12am

SOLARIS
Cosmic
Adventure
Party

Solaris




7pm 7am

Trash Fire
Hearth

Trash
Mansion

Warm yourself and sing insults to each other while
waiting for your camp oven to cook dinner.

7pm 8pm

Avatar
sweat

Intergalactic Sweat
Station
(ISS)

Love trees, so do we … come and join the Na’vis for
a sweat that will create emotional bonds that last a
lifetime. Your connection to the Tree of Life will be
highly sensual and profoundly spiritual.

@

7pm 9pm

Nightly Fire
Circle

Fire Tribe

Do you like to burn things? Come one, come all! Bring
your fire props and immerse yourself in the wonderful
world of fire! Spark your expressive side to life! Fuel for
fire twirling will be provided.



7pm 9pm

Kids Fly in
Cinema

Kids
Camp

Kid and family friendly movies every night after dinner.
Movie titles will be listed on the Kids Camp Blackboard
daily. 6:30pm start on burn nights.
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9pm 10.30pm

Films
towards
Change

Doing It
Ourselves

Films will generally be of the Utopian, Political, or
Interesting nature, or maybe they won't! Its a mystery
that will only be solved by investigation... to the Cinema
at Doing It Ourselves Camp!



9am 10am

Kids Café

Kids
Camp

Kids Café is open for breakfast, daily. Come down to
Kids Camp for the best breakfast you've ever had made
by a kid. Toast, cereal, fruit? Who knows what they serve
each day. Don't forget your bowl, spoon and cup.



9.30pm
- 10pm

Magic
Mastermind:
Justin Case

Swing
Dog
Circus

Want to get freaked out? Come see Justin Case at
SDC's Friday Freak Show cutting people in half and
performing some of the most incredible Magic Effects
and Circus Stunts of all time! You definitely don't want
to miss this!

@

9am 10am

Sunset
Island Yoga

Sunset
Island

Ease into your day by waking up the body and mind
looking into the wonderful view of nature at Sunset
Island. Saturday yoga is a powerful flow to kick start
your day ready to burn!



9.30pm 10.30pm

Open Stage

Scratch,
Circus
Area

Our stage is yours! Jump on stage and share your
heavenly voice, your rhythmic body, your comic brilliance
or your dramatic monologue.



9am 10am

Merry
Burnmass

The
Orphanage

Every morning is Christmas at The Orphanage!
Experience and enjoy breakfast gruel, carols, sing-alongs, gifts and Orphanauts.



10pm 6am

Dogs In
Space After
Party

Swing
Dog
Circus

Electro Swing, Gypsy Techno, Two Step Glitch, Big Band
D&B. Performing LIVE: UNGUS UNGUS UNGUS,
Veaudevillian carnival shenanigans accompanied on
trumpet by the one and only, the incredible Blunderbus.
Guaranteed to lift the roof and rock your socks!

@

9am 10am

AcroYoga
with
AcroYogaLove

Centre
Camp

Some people believe that ACROYOGA is acrobatics and
yoga. For Beatriz & Keith it is more than that! It is a mix
of joy, happiness, connection, balance & strength. Keith
& Bia have been AcroYoging for 2. Bring your energy,
love, & yoga mat.



11pm 3am

PANDAMONIUM

Mind Sub

Wild riotous uproar; unrestrained disorder and utter
chaos. DRESS CODE: Be Black, Be White, Be Asian and
Be Furry. Embrace your inner PANDA and prepare to
PARTY!



9am 7pm

Kids Camp
Blackboard
Events

Kids
Camp

There's always stuff on at Kids Camp. Arts and crafts,
sports, circus skills, daylight disco, etc. The best way to
see what's coming up is do by and check the black board.
If you would like to run blackboard event drop by and
find Mother Monster.

@

11.11pm
11.59pm

ARSE
Meeting

The
Orphanage

Abductee and Recovering Survivors of Extraterrestrials
(ARSE) network meeting. Sharing of stories and support
for survivors of alien abductions. You are not alone in
the Universe.

@

9.30am 10.30am

Flow like
water,
dance like
fire part 1

Alchemy
of Sin

Philosophical discussion of cultural elements of water
and Qigong movements.



12am 6am

Gouda
Vibrations

Glam &
Cheese

During the gloriously darkest part of our beautiful
interstellar voyage, we’ll be playing spacey jams to
soothe the soul and melt into cheesy cuddle puddles till
your local star rises again.

@

10am 11am

Insect
Hotel
Making
Workshop

Centre
Camp

Learn about native insects and make a habitat home to
take back to your garden



10am 12pm

Kids Radio
Show

Red
Earth
Radio

Family-friendly radio for kids and their grown-ups. On
Saturday and Sunday morning Kate will hosting the Kids
Camp radio show. Kids and grown up helpers that would
like to make a request or get involved, drop by Kids
Camp and say Hi before Saturday.

@

10am 11am

Swing
Dog
Circus

SAFER SEX IS GOOD SEX! CONDOMS, LUBE AND
GOOD VIBES AVAILABLE AT ALL TOILETS AND
REPLENISHED DAILY! LOOK AFTER YOURSELF AND
YOUR... MATES! NO GLOVE, NO LOVE! IF IT'S NOT
ON, IT'S NOT...ON! :)

Hatha/
Vinyasa
Yoga

Come over and start (or finish!) the day with a yoga
session at Swing Dog Circus. We will be offering a
variety of practices focusing on core strength, flexibility
and balance. Relax into your burn! BYO towel or mat.

@

10am 11am

Meditation
Workshop
with Elena

Sunset
Island

Come and just be at one of the most scenic nature
locations at Seed away from it all



10am 12pm

Breakfast
beers

The
Kingdom

That tired feeling on Saturday morning that only the
hair of the dog will fix. Maybe with pancakes and beers.
How lucky that the Kingdom has these things on offer.
Yes you will be treated bad and made fun of, swallow
that dignity with our beer!



10am 1pm

Morning
Coffee

Solaris

Come visit our vintage coffee van Beverley for artisinalroasted coffee, just the way you like it! Serving Thurs to
Mon

SATURDAY
i
i

Sanctuary
and
Chillout
Space

Sanctuary

SAFER SEX
SUPPLIES

TOILETS

Feeling stressed? Need to chill or talk during a
challenging experience? Come visit! We have a
comfortable place to hang, or talk in a non-judgmental,
confidential space, with info on safer partying & safe sex
supplies. Open 24H ea day.

@

8am 8.45am

Pranayama
Fundamentals

Music
Medicine
Magic

Come to learn the fundamentals of yogic breath work
strait from Ashrams in India that have been developing
this art & science for thousands of years.




8.30am 11.30am

Morning
Love

DETOX

Revitalise with a drink from the Cup of Love or sort
your stuff out with a consult with Dr Love.

Indonesian
Day of
Food

The
Orphanage

40

8.30am
- 7pm

We will be cooking breakfast, lunch and dinner
alongside the sounds and smells (perhaps decoration
too) from Australia's exotic tropical neighbour, to remind
people of the diversity of the world's culture and bring
home to out lovely paddock!
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@

10am 4pm

Mandala
painting
and
colouring

Red
Earth
Brewery

Red Earth Brewery is a family operation and we want
to welcome families, as well as everyone else, into the
brewery space this year for some non-alcoholic fun!
Come and relax, get creative and colour a mandala to
decorate the brewery or take home.

@

11am 1pm

Shemewé
Be All That
You Are
(SheHe)

Centre
Camp

Shemewé is our feminine (She), masculine (He),
authenticity (Me) and relationships (We). HE & SHE
integrates the masculine (He) with the feminine (She)
unifying us from within and enabling us to embrace this
reality in the world around us.



10am 4pm

Mandala
colouring

Camp
Casbah

Come and contribute to the biggest continuous mandala
in the world (maybe?). Dissolve into the meditative
therapy of colouring in.



11.11am
1.11pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

Manifest synchronicity and align your chakras by joining
the Glam & Cheezoids at 11:11AM for out of this
galaxy cheese toasties.



10am 5pm

Faery
Haven and
Art Cave

Toasted
Faeries

The Faery Haven And Art Cave (FHAAC) is open every
day at Toasted Faeries. Get creative! Paint, draw, colour
in and relax amongst the mushrooms.



11am 8pm

Sunset
Island
Sunsets

Sunset
Island



10am 7pm

La Boutique
Galactique

Mint
Country
Club

La Boutique Galactique is back for your on-paddock
fashion galactification! It’s a fashion space w/ all
donated by participants & given as a gifts. That's right,
decommodification at its best. No $ & no trading!
Clothes, shoes & accessories welcome.

Come and warm up for the Effigy burn. From day party
into sunset. The paddock will be a light with dancing,
connection and performances in the golden glow of
sunset.

12pm 1pm

eye baths

The Yard

Come and let us was the dust from you eyes with a
soothing yes bath and gentle tea face face wash.

@

10.30am
12.30pm

Exploring
Shame

Alchemy
of Sin

Shame can affect your health, your relationships, your
job, your family life, your finances, and your self-esteem.
It can be crippling and paralysing. Explore what shame
is, where it comes from, how it affects you and what you
can do about it.

@
@

12pm 1pm

Acro Yoga
Workshop
and Jam
with Trixie

Swing
Dog
Circus

A mix of partner acrobatics, Thai massage and yoga,
acro yoga builds trust within the body, trust within the
community and trust that it is a lot of fun to do these
amazing things you never thought you'd be capable of!

@

12pm 3pm

Solaris
Daily
Workshops

Solaris

An essential mix of the practical and ludicrous. Check
blackboards daily for workshop specifics.



12pm 5pm

Open mic

Trash
Mansion

Come on down and get up on our stage and perform
anyway you want. Yes you need to have talent and
preferably your own instruments or voice. Bands and
jam times welcome!



12pm 6pm

MCC Classic
Sports Day

Mint
Country
Club

For the discerning sportsperson we have GOLF,
BADMINTON, CROQUET & TECHNO! We want to see
you throwing down the maddest shapes on the field &
the dance-floor, stealing the hearts of the crowd, and
being the superstar you were always meant to be!



12pm 6pm

The MCC
Trebuchet

Mint
Country
Club

The Medieval Trebuchet was similar to a catapult, or
stave sling, which was used for hurling heavy stones to
smash castle or city walls, but at Mint Country Club it is
used purely for sporting purposes (and also for shits &
giggles)



12.15pm
1.45pm

Wildflower
Walk

Main
camp

Come with us and experience the magical beauty of
wildflowers. When viewed closely, Wild flowers, have
such fantastic shapes, design, colour and smell that their
beauty can be incomprehensible. Plus, we will look for
their fascinating pollinators.



12.30pm
- 2pm

A rip in the
time space
continuum

Splash

A wormhole is playing havoc with Splash, the
instruments of the HMAS Scumbucket head off the
charts creating some time-warping effects.

@

1pm 1.45pm

Laughter
Yoga with
Strawberry

Dirty
Birds

Connect with your inner child, play, laugh at your self
and others (lovingly) create community for a bigger
cause... World Peace!! Well end up rolling around on the
floor!!

@

1pm 2pm

Red Earth
Ecology
Discussion

Centre
Camp

Join Whisper & Softdrop for a discussion about the
ecology of Red Earth City. Bush walk to follow from
2pm - 4pm as we explore the site, identify unique
ecological features & flora, and check out Red Earth
Ecology’s on site weed management program.

@

11am 12pm

ACROYOGA
FOR
EVERYONE

Music
Medicine
Magic

Acroyoga is a mix of joy, happiness, connection, balance
& strength. Beatriz and Keith have been AcroYoging
for 2 years & are happy to share this amazing skill with
everyone. Bring your energy, love & yoga mat.

@

11am 12pm

Crazy
Circus
Games

Swing
Dog
Circus

Let a little of your crazy shine through and have a lot of
fun with these crazy circus games!

@

11am 12.30pm

Unleash
Your Sexual
Potential Level 2

Dirty
Birds

Do you want more love, passion and connection in
your life? Come join qualified Relationship & Sexual
Health Counsellor, Gabrielle for a safe, fun, consensual
workshop for couples and individuals who want to
release any blocks to having this.

Sensual
Dominance
R18+

The Space
Inbetween

@
@

11am 1pm

11am 1pm

Red Earth
City Talks

The
Orphanage

BDSM isn't all whips and chains. It can be sexy, slow
and sweet without the spice of pain some enjoy. Let
Mastress Caer show you prospective Dom/mes some
sensual strategies for your loving partners, or subs.
R18+
RED Talks is designed to enhance the experience for
participants through inspiring and imaginative Talks
and Performances that relate to the Burning Seed
event theme and Burning Man principles. Speakers and
listeners wanted!

@

11am 5pm

Day
Workshops

Fire
Tribe, left
of the
effigy

We’ll be hosting a range of workshops every day, from
circus activities to group discussions! If you have your
own props, bring ‘em. Some props will be provided for
workshops. Check the notice board by the dome for info
on workshop times!

@

11am 12pm

Art Therapy

Camp
Casbah

Delve into the depths of your subconscious mind
through art and archetypal images, leave with a deeper
understanding of where you’re at and where you’re
going.
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1pm 2pm

Food For
Thought

Swing
Dog
Circus

An open discussion about the mind, body and gut
connection. Shared Afternoon Tea; please bring
something to share.

@

2pm 4pm

Impact and
Negotiation
R18+

The Space
Inbetween

@

1pm 3pm

Yoni
massage for
couples

Alchemy
of Sin

Yoni massage is a practice intended to truly honor a
woman, to give her selfless pleasure, and to explore the
sacred side of our sexuality. Open to all the people with
a vulva and their partner/love/friend (no matter the
gender).

Come to TSI and learn about hitting people safely with
things! As well as aftercare and how to negotiate a
scene for different types of play. You can also see some
different toys and how best to use them!

@

2pm 3.30pm

Sing to Self
workshop

Swing
Dog
Circus
Big Top

Sing to Self gives you the safe holding to break through
the fear of being heard and takes you back to the joy
and the freedom that singing can bring. Time to open up
to that creative channel and meet your voice!



1pm 3pm

The ART
SPACE

Kids
Camp

Kids Camp has is hosting 2 big art pieces by young
artists this year. Art by kids, for everyone. All Red
Earth City Kids are welcome to come and join us in
constructing the ROK1T to explore deeper space, plus
planets and other space objects.

@

2pm 3.30pm

SexPositive
Consent

Camp
Commons

Come brush up on your festival consent skills. Practice
saying YES, NO, and negotiating for your desires.
Inclusive of sexual and gender diversity (poly, queer,
kink, trans etc). Let’s be safe with one another so we can
be dangerous together!



1pm 3pm

Critical
Dicks

My Dick

A time-honoured tradition at Black Rock: all those with
dicks... it's time to get em' out and march around the
paddock! Positivity, pride, and penises. Up with dicks,
down with pants!



2pm 4.30pm

Backyard at
the Casbah

Camp
Casbah

Come and enjoy some cruisy backyard games and meet
the Casbanauts. We've got Kubb for all you vikings and
a range of other classic backyard games - frisbee golf
and the like.



1pm 3pm

Glitter
in the
Graveyard

Over the
Rainbow

Join OTR for a night of singing & dancing to our heroes
who have passed. From Prince and Bowie through to
those who left us long ago, we will honour them with
this night of frivolity and fun.

i

2.30pm
- 3pm

Red Earth
City
Election

Centre
Camp

Vote for Mayor of Red Earth City 2017

@

1.30pm
- 3pm

Speed
Massage

DETOX

Sort of like speed dating… without the dating. Bring a
friend, partner or come alone and expect to get hands
on. Facilitator: Maddock and Dan Kiltman



3pm 4pm

The Bowie
Appreciation
Hour

Trash
Mansion

Pick your favourite Bowie tracks and turn up the volume
to 11!

@

2pm 2.30pm

Scar’s
Show and
Tell

Centre
Camp

Show & Tell’ is a playful opportunity for adults to bring
along any items from their childhood to show, and a
chance to relive any stories or confess any naughty
secrets that they might have gotten up to as a kid.



3pm 4.30pm

Gay
He-Man
German
Sparkle
Party

Deep
Space
Landing
Art
Project

Do you have your rubber boots? Do you like to dance-y
dance-y? Think She-Ra was all that? Join us for a popup cocktail party with mad punch. Sparkles and BYO
Cup Required.



2pm 4pm

Board
games
Shmordgames

Hardware
Shmardware

Scrabble fiend? Shithead extraordinaire? Jenga
anyone? If you're interested in coming and chilling at
Hardware Shmardware we are going all out on the
relaxing afternoons. This is an all ages event everyday at
Hardware Shmardware Theme Camp

@

3pm 4.30pm

Juggle Jam

Swing
Dog
Circus

Welcoming our friends of all ages, beginner to expert.
Come and immerse yourself in the wonderful world of
circus. We have balls, hoops, diabolos and everything in
between!



2pm 4pm

In The
Moment
Improv

Sunset
Island

A fun session, open to all and where anything can
happen. Join in or simply observe as spontaneity meets
creativity whilst we explore the joys of improvise
performance.



3pm 4.30pm

Lifegarten,
Kindergarten
for Adults

Centre
Camp

@

2pm 4pm

Face
and cup
decorating

Hardware
Shmardware

We are going to bring some face paint if you would
like to bring your face to Hardware Shmardware! We
are also all about painting your cups so if you want a
banging cup bring it down from 2-4pm daily to use our
bedazzling ideas.

At Lifegarten we play like kids to open up for new
perspectives, ideas, creativity and human connections.
Through play we regain curiosity. We create artworks,
do crafts, play improv group games and make believe.
Rediscover the kid in you.

@

3pm 5pm

Curated
Connection

Alchemy
of Sin

@

2pm 4pm

macramé

Hardware
Shmardware

Want to learn macramé or show off your skills? We are
bringing some string so you can walk away with that
necklace or bracelet you always wanted to make. This
is an all ages event everyday at Hardware Shmardware
Theme Camp:)

Part mixer, part speed dating, part cuddle pile, part
consent practice. Be led through a slowly escalating
series of exercises exploring your physical boundaries
with others. Bring your curiosity, your playfulness, your
sensuality, your wild side!

@

3pm 5pm

Bass and
BreaksFest

2pm 4pm

Tie Dying

Hardware
Shmardware

Yep we got that dye- you got those white undies that
you would like to transform? White Socks need a new
lease of life? All ages- all size undies. Bring em on down
from 2-4pm daily at Hardware Shmardware

Multipurpose event: present or attend workshops. Move
your body: dragon staff, poi, diablo, hula hoops etc. or
just relax in our Sauna. Talk to us if you want to run a
workshop. Workshops will be listed on our whiteboard
and on the WIFI intranet.

@

Body
movement
/
workshops
/ sauna



3pm 6pm

The
Caravan
Sessions

Solaris

Join Solaris on our caravan stage for live music and
choice selections. Check blackboards daily for set times.
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3.56pm
4.44pm

Mayor
4 Mare
Vict4ory
Party !!!

Mint
Country
Club

Calling all NEIGH sayers to Vote [4] Mare in the Red
Earth City election for Mayor at Centre Camp today
and join us at Mayor-elect Romeo Gnomeo's campaign
clubhouse to eat hay and drink to Mayor-elect Mare's
4th place result. #mare4mayor

k

4pm 4.20pm

Drop Bear
awareness
walk

Pirainia

The Drop Bear is a large marsupial related to the Koala.
While they are very hard to spot, Walk around and see
if you can spot one high up in the trees. Suggested
repellents to Drop Bears include having Vegemite or
toothpaste spread below the ears.
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6.30pm
- 7pm

Main Burn
Preparation

The
Orphanage

Don't have anyone to watch the big Burn with tonight?
Join the Orphans and we will gather, sit and prepare for
this central Burning Man ritual. We depart from the
Man at 7pm!



7pm 4am

Solar
Cinema

Solaris

Solaris solar cinema runs nightly, showing an eclectic
selection of cult classics, shorts and random oddities.
Check blackboards daily for film times.


@

7pm 7am

Trash Fire
Hearth

Trash
Mansion

Warm yourself and sing insults to each other while
waiting for your camp oven to cook dinner.

7pm 7.30pm

Fire Limbo

Fire
Tribe, left
of the
effigy

To heat things up a little, Fire Tribe will be hosting a
flaming limbo competition during the fire jam, with
some awesome fiery prizes up for grabs! Bring your
friends and your bendy back to the hottest game at Red
Earth City!



7pm 8pm

Jedi sweat

Intergalactic Sweat
Station
(ISS)

Come and enjoy a Jedi night. This one is not for the
faint of heart, nor those with high blood pressure.

@

7pm 9pm

Nightly Fire
Circle

Fire Tribe

Do you like to burn things? Come one, come all! Bring
your fire props and immerse yourself in the wonderful
world of fire! Spark your expressive side to life! Fuel for
fire twirling will be provided.



7pm 9pm

Kids Fly in
Cinema

Kids
Camp

Kid and family friendly movies every night after dinner.
Movie titles will be listed on the Kids Camp Blackboard
daily. 6:30pm start on burn nights.

7.30pm

THE
EFFIGY
BURN



8pm 2am

After
Dinner
Mint

The Den

Join us for an After Dinner Mint, the MCC Sports Day
after party in the den, as always the theme is green.



4pm 5pm

Doof
Comedy
Jam at
Sunset
Island

Sunset
Island

As the sun sets overhead join hairy happy hippy host
Marty Bright for some giggles, chuckles and heaving
belly laughs as he brings you a half hour of conscious
comedy that has toured Nimbin Mardi Grass, Dragon
Dreaming and Folk Rhythm

k

4pm 6pm

Deep Sea
Creatures
Parade

Kamp
Kraken

A fantastical parade of sea creatures will accompany the
KSub on its journey through Burning Seed lands.



4pm 6am

Burn night!
Coco Poco
Loco Blasts
Off

Coco
Poco
Loco

CPL LIVE - From late afternoon join Blunderbuss and
friends in orbit around the effigy to help see the sunset.
Then its time to get to get down with your favourite
Coco DJs with our revamped donation bar for a cosmic
cruise of house and tech.



4.20pm
5.02pm

The Pirainia
Today Show

Pirainia

"Show me what you got, I want to see what you got"
- This is the Show where you help make it happen and
anything is possible. Music, Comedy, Workshops, Guest
Speakers, Group discussions and even Time Travel!



4.20pm
6.20pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

The Glam & Cheezoids know how you earthlings enjoy
cheese toasties gargantuanly post psychedelic space
lettuce, so join us at 4:20PM to satiate your appetite.



4.20pm
8.20pm

Saturday
Night Feta

Malt
Shop Be
Bop Hop
Roller
Arena

Bend the rules of gender, space, and time as we rocket
through a black hole on roller skates and end up back
in the era of disco. Think you’ve got what it takes to lip
sync… for your drink? Dance and skate with us! Dress
code: GLAMGAYDISCO.

@

4.30pm
5.30pm

Booster
Time

Centre
Camp

Need a bit of a boost? Come and let us tell you your
strengths and make you see how strong you are. Make
us even more proud by telling us one thing that you got
right -- even if it’s putting on pants this morning. We’ll
cheer for you.



8pm 7am

Live nights

Trash
Mansion

Live acts, burlesque, comedy, and the exploits of binge
drinkers. Live performances every night with eclectic
DJs playing electronica and classic hits well into the
morning. If you want to perform introduce yourself to
us early.



5pm 6.15pm

Sunset
Drumming

Music
Medicine
Magic

Join us for sunset drum circle in the ancient tradition
of music as medicine. We send off the cosmic solar rays
and usher in the long night with some delicious WestAfrican grooves.



9pm 2am

Evenings at
Erstwhile Burn Night

Erstwhile
Manor

After the burn join us for tea, coffee & tasty treats.
Then we'll be the darkest dance floor on the paddock,
bringing you candlelit gothic beats til late.

@

5.30pm
- 7pm

Physical
touch non-sexual
connection

Alchemy
of Sin

Humans always need physical touch, touch helps us bond
and build trust, hugs release oxytocin and strengthen
the immune system, holding hands can have a calming
effect. Explore giving and receiving consensual touch,
and practice cuddle techniques.



9pm 6.06am

Swing dog
electro
swing
carnival

Swing
Dog
Circus

Dance the night away with local Djs musicians and
artists banging out the best in Electro swing, Gypsy,
Balkan, Drum n Bass, Glitch hi energy and house. Stomp
til you pop. Hurry hurry. The Circus is in town wacky
weird and wonderful.

@

6.30pm
- 7pm

Fire Safety
Discussion

In the
Dome
- Left
of the
Effigy

There will be a half hour safety discussion prior to the
fire circle jam each night. This is ESSENTIAL if you’re a
first time burner!



9pm

Kids Camp
Teen Screen

Kids
Camp

Cinema for the big kids. After the early family movie or
the man and temple burns, Kids Camp will be screening
a movie for the older kids. No baby movies here. Nightly
titles will be posted on the Kids Camp Blackboard each
morning.

46

The Effigy burn is THE BIG NIGHT at Burning Seed - it
is the climax of our event. Come and gather in the
centre of the paddock and watch this amazing creation
burn to the ground. Watch our fire spinners and artists
do their stuff and party like it’s the best Burning Seed
ever.
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9pm 10.30pm

Films
towards
Change

Doing It
Ourselves

Films will generally be of the Utopian, Political, or
Interesting nature, or maybe they won't! Its a mystery
that will only be solved by investigation... to the Cinema
at Doing It Ourselves Camp!



9.30pm
- 1am

Intergalactic
80s Prom

Dirty
Birds

Come in your fancy funky 80s prom attire to dance
under the stars to rock god remixes - Bowie, Prince, Van
Halen, Freddie, Blondie. All alien life forms welcome.
Party with Han Solo, 5th element, Tron. Alcoholic punch
& finger food for early birds.



9.30pm
- 5am

Silk Road

Middle
Eastern
Mafia MEM

The burn will take you up in a thrill of flame but, like the
embers of a dream flying on the wind, let your senses
take you down a silk road of sound to one damned sexy
party! MEM's proud to have the legend himself Phil
Smart coming back to our dome!



10pm 2am

LadyCunt &
TwinkleToes
Big Gay
Disco

Camp
Casbah

Sick of the same DOOF & craving some disco/
pop classics? Wear your glitter balls and bring your
disco stick to the Casbah dancefloor. LadyCunt and
Twinkletoes will be serving sweet sounds and vodka
spiked Kool-Aid cocktails. BYOC. YOUR DISCO NEEDS
YOU!

Ptedtaloefxia
Imago
Emergence

Alcazar
Riffle

Starlight
Discotech

The
Orphanage

Soak up the cosmic vibes as we revisit humanity's deep
and soulful yearning for space, as witnessed in its pop
songs. BYO dance!

Scratch,
Circus
Area

We want to bring your story to life. Put your real life
story in our letter box and come by to see us bring it to
the stage.




10pm 2am

11pm 1am



11pm 11.30pm

Story Time

k

11pm 9am

Kraken
Burn Night
Party

on the
Paddock

Spaced
Invaders

Bean Bag
Babylon



11.30pm
- 6am
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SUNDAY
i

Sanctuary
and
Chillout
Space

Sanctuary

Feeling stressed? Need to chill or talk during a
challenging experience? Come visit! We have a
comfortable place to hang, or talk in a non-judgmental,
confidential space, with info on safer partying & safe sex
supplies. Open 24H ea day.

i

SAFER SEX
SUPPLIES

TOILETS

SAFER SEX IS GOOD SEX! CONDOMS, LUBE AND
GOOD VIBES AVAILABLE AT ALL TOILETS AND
REPLENISHED DAILY! LOOK AFTER YOURSELF AND
YOUR... MATES! NO GLOVE, NO LOVE! IF IT'S NOT
ON, IT'S NOT...ON! :)



4am 8am

Unwind
and sweat

Bass and
BreaksFest

Come and relax your ears and body to some chill-out
and ambient music. Oh.. and yes, we have a sauna. Sweat
your sins away ! Further info on our WIFI intranet (join
'Seed WIFI' and load any page in a browser)



7am 9am

Rising of
the SunBody

Alcazar
Riffle

Join Nix and Fi rise with the sun, and lead a combination
of live improvised ambient electronica with a meditative
session of movement and dance. Be energised, balanced
and fluid through the music, within your dance, right
down to your bones!

@

8am 8.45am

Pranayama
Fundamentals

Music
Medicine
Magic

Come to learn the fundamentals of yogic breath work
strait from Ashrams in India that have been developing
this art & science for thousands of years.




8.30am 11.30am

Morning
Love

DETOX

Revitalise with a drink from the Cup of Love or sort your
stuff out with a consult with Dr Love.

9am 10am

Kids Café

Kids
Camp

Kamp Kraken is surfacing the KSub for one deep party.
With an epic lineup of DJ’s rocking out tunes from the
KSub, a donation bar, fire art performances and plenty
of space on the Pier to dance, Kamp Kraken will be the
place to be post burn.

Kids Café is open for breakfast, daily. Come down to
Kids Camp for the best breakfast you've ever had made
by a kid. Toast, cereal, fruit? Who knows what they serve
each day. Don't forget your bowl, spoon and cup.

@

9am 10am

Sunset
Island Yoga

Sunset
Island

Post-Burn: when the people on the paddock discover
that they are the only ones on the planet that Alien
invaders haven't vaporized or turned into a zombies, they
do what all Burners do - they go party. Bring a cup & a
Ray Gun. Tinfoil hat optional.

Ease into your day by waking up the body and mind
looking into the wonderful view of nature at Sunset
Island. Sunday yoga is a slower practice restoring
balance and gently guiding the body and mind into
harmony



9am 10am

Merry
Burnmass

The
Orphanage

Every morning is Christmas at The Orphanage!
Experience and enjoy breakfast gruel, carols, sing-alongs, gifts and Orphanauts.

A night of pharaonic ascendancy through ritual.
The human-imago butterfly soul is projected via
multiplication onto the holographic dance floor. Music
by florigenix + dj... who? and you



11.30pm
12.30am

Improv
Theatre
Sports

Scratch,
Circus
Area

It’s unpredictable and dangerous… We love it! Curated
improvised theatre where everyone is encouraged to gat
involved.



9am 7pm

Kids Camp
Blackboard
Events

Kids
Camp



12am 6am

Gouda
Vibrations

Glam &
Cheese

During the gloriously darkest part of our beautiful
interstellar voyage, we’ll be playing spacey jams to
soothe the soul and melt into cheesy cuddle puddles till
your local star rises again.

There's always stuff on at Kids Camp. Arts and crafts,
sports, circus skills, daylight disco, etc. The best way to
see what's coming up is do by and check the black board.
If you would like to run blackboard event drop by and
find Mother Monster.

@

9.30am 10.30am

Flow like
water,
dance like
fire part 2

Alchemy
of Sin

Philosophical discussion of cultural elements of water
and Qigong movements.

@

9.30am 10.30am

Yoga

Centre
Camp

Yoga class for beginners and intermediates
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10am 11am

Black Metal
Black
Coffee
Theme Time
Hour

Alcazar
Riffle

welcome to the no choice menu - black coffee and black
metal from 10am on Sunday morning

@

11am 12.30pm

Unleash
Your Sexual
Potential Level 2

Dirty
Birds

Do you want more love, passion and connection in
your life? Come join qualified Relationship & Sexual
Health Counsellor, Gabrielle for a safe, fun, consensual
workshop for couples and individuals who want to
release any blocks to having this.

@

10am 11.15am

E-motion
Yoga

Music
Medicine
Magic

E-motion Yoga is a synthesis of Yoga, Qigong, Tantra
& Dance to release trapped emotions stored in the
electrics of our body causing health conditions &
preventing our deepest form of love. You will heal using
the oldest medicine on Earth.



11am 1pm

Wheel of
My Dick

My Dick

What was once the mighty Cafe You n' Tea wheel of
destiny is now the Wheel of My Dick! Start your Sunday
by spinning it, doing silly stuff, and drinking wonderful
caffeinated and alcoholic delights from the lovely Hula
von Cumdumpster.



10am 12pm

Kids Radio
Show

Red
Earth
Radio

Family-friendly radio for kids and their grown-ups. On
Saturday and Sunday morning Kate will hosting the Kids
Camp radio show. Kids and grown up helpers that would
like to make a request or get involved, drop by Kids
Camp and say Hi before Saturday.



11am 1pm

Champagne
Lingerie
Sunday

Womb at
Manor

Wakey wakey hands off snakey. Time to pull up your
panties and strut your fine arses over to Wombat Manor,
where we'll be waiting in our Sunday Best to serve you
pancakes and bubbles. Champagne baby. Start your day
off right.



10am 1pm

Morning
Coffee

Solaris

Come visit our vintage coffee van Beverley for artisinalroasted coffee, just the way you like it! Serving Thurs to
Mon

@

11am 5pm

Day
Workshops

Fire
Tribe, left
of the
effigy



10pm 3am

Drag Party

Scratch,
Circus
Area

Drag out your inner diva. It’s non-stop disco, frocks and
painted beards. Enjoy some epic music and top notch
performance to finish off your party week.

We’ll be hosting a range of workshops every day, from
circus activities to group discussions! If you have your
own props, bring ‘em. Some props will be provided for
workshops. Check the notice board by the dome for info
on workshop times!

@

10am 4pm

Mandala
painting
and
colouring

Red Earth Brewery is a family operation and we want
to welcome families, as well as everyone else, into the
brewery space this year for some non-alcoholic fun!
Come and relax, get creative and colour a mandala to
decorate the brewery or take home.

11.11am
1.11pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

Red
Earth
Brewery



Manifest synchronicity and align your chakras by joining
the Glam & Cheezoids at 11:11AM for out of this
galaxy cheese toasties.

@

12pm 1pm

AcroYoga

Hardware
Shmardware



10am 4pm

Mandala
colouring

Camp
Casbah

Come and contribute to the biggest continuous mandala
in the world (maybe?). Dissolve into the meditative
therapy of colouring in.

This is a more advanced workshop. We’ll put a series
of moves together into what is known as a ‘washing
machine’. Learning how to smoothly transition and use
control and timing to create motion.

@

12pm 1pm

Body
Painting

Kraken



10am 7pm

La Boutique
Galactique

Mint
Country
Club

La Boutique Galactique is back for your on-paddock
fashion galactification! It’s a fashion space w/ all
donated by participants & given as a gifts. That's right,
decommodification at its best. No $ & no trading!
Clothes, shoes & accessories welcome.

Demour creative ('Nomes') brings live body painting,
as she dives into unknown creativeness to bring you
something magical, see for yourself as she paints what
comes from heart, she may also call upon you to add the
creativeness you've been hiding.

@

12pm 1pm

Acrobalance

A safe discussion group for newbies, the experienced, or
simply for the curious to share about trust, respect,
topping v domming, rights, building confidence, social
stigmas, switching...and more

Swing
Dog
Circus

Set your sights on the skies and hang out with us in
style. We'll balance ourselves and others as we play
together and discover new possibilities in our mind and
body. We'll be building human pyramids and rethink the
impossible.

@

12pm 3pm

Solaris
Daily
Workshops

Solaris

An essential mix of the practical and ludicrous. Check
blackboards daily for workshop specifics.



12pm 5pm

Open mic

Trash
Mansion

Come on down and get up on our stage and perform
anyway you want. Yes you need to have talent and
preferably your own instruments or voice. Bands and
jam times welcome!

@
@

10.30am
12.30pm

Being a
Dom. Being
a sub

Alchemy
of Sin

10.30am
- 12pm

Shemewé
Be All That
You Are
(Me)

Centre
Camp

Shemewé is our feminine (She), masculine (He),
authenticity (Me) and relationships (We). ME is our true
inner guide, that untainted part of us that’s unaffected
by social conditioning or the world. A workshop to free
& empower this most sacred self.

@

11am 12pm

Hatha/
Vinyasa
Yoga

Swing
Dog
Circus

Come over and start (or finish!) your day with a yoga
session at Swing Dog Circus. We will be offering a
variety of practices focusing on core strength, flexibility
and balance. Relax into your burn! BYO towel or mat.



12pm 6pm

Minters
Guide to
the Galaxy

Mint
Country
Club

@

11am 12pm

OpenAir Nude
Drawing

Kraken

Open air nude drawing! Beautiful nakedness! Come
and help yourself to some art supplies, while multiple
people try to hold poses for 5-10 minute periods. This
is an eyes only experience, but if you'd like to pose let
someone at Kraken know.

There is a theory which states that if anyone discovers
exactly what MCC is for and why it is here, it will
instantly disappear and be replaced by something even
more bizarre. There is another theory which states that
this has already happened.



12pm 6pm

Happy
Hour!

Red
Earth
Brewery

Sooth those heads after Burn night and get ready for
the Temple Burn by sampling our large selection of
delicious beers, handmade using the finest hops, yeast
and malts. BYOC.
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Midday
- 8pm

Sunset
Island
Sunsets

Sunset
Island

Join us for one last day party and special sunset leading
us into Temple Burn. The last sunset of Seed is a special
time to reflect and rejoice with the amazing energy
flowing through all of us

@

12.30pm
- 2pm

Basic
Feminism

Alchemy
of Sin

Feminism is a liberation movement for all people,
not just women. We will present the basic, underlying
assumptions that make up all the different kinds
of Feminism. We will then interactively discuss the
implications of feminism in our own lives.

@

1pm 2pm

Hooping
for
beginners

DETOX

Do you love watching hula hooping or do you own a
hoop but have no idea how to use it? Well come join me
for a basic waist hooping lesson with some simple but
funky on and off body tricks to add to the hoop magic! –
Facilitator: Sarah Starlight
Come join Fire Tribe in their very own cooking show!
The crew will be cooking up a storm with a HOT chilli
con carne! Puns and good smells provided! Bring your
own bowl and cutlery.
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@

2pm 3pm

Kissing
Workshop

DETOX

Be gently guided through a range of activities in a safe
space where consent and kissing go hand in hand. We
guarantee this workshop will put a smile on your face...
and you'll be happy to do the homework after class.
Facilitator: Dr Love



2pm 3pm

Flaunt
yourself:
Open Mic/
Stage

Swing
Dog
Circus
Big Top

Do you have a cool, weird, wacky or simply wonderful
talent to show off or share? Here's your chance to have
the SDC Big Top and audience all to yourself! Sign your
name on the whiteboard near the entrance to the Swing
Dog Circus Big Top.




2pm 3pm

Faery
Toasties

Toasted
Faeries

Have you eaten today? Toasted sambos by faeries.
Limited vege and GF options.

2pm 4pm

Sunday Sun
Sets

Oasis

Sunday Sun Sets are live DJ music sets in the sun on
Sundays. Created by Burning Manly as beach cleanup
parties at Manly NSW these community building
gatherings honour nature and leave no trace. Join us at
Oasis Pool this Sunday arvo!



1pm 2pm

Cooking
Show

Fire
Tribe, left
of the
effigy

@

1pm 2pm

Inner Child
Playdate
Workshop

Swing
Dog
Circus

It's time to meet your inner child! Perhaps you know
them already or maybe they haven't had much love or
attention lately. Cat will facilitate the activation of that
voice inside your head that desires to play, rest, be seen
and loved. So let it out!

@

2pm 4pm

Rope
Bondage
for Sex

Alchemy
of Sin

Bondage is hot and fun, a game for play scenes and
the bedroom. Explore the limits of your capacity for
pleasure. We’ll learn bondage for hot, tied-up sex,
teasing and edging. Techniques for using toys, sensory
deprivation and more.



1pm 2pm

Cooking
Show

Fire
Tribe, left
of the
effigy

Come join Fire Tribe in their very own cooking show!
The crew will be cooking up a storm with a HOT chilli
con carne! Puns and good smells provided! Bring your
own bowl and cutlery.



2pm 4pm

Board
games
Shmordgames

Hardware
Shmardware

Scrabble fiend? Shithead extraordinaire? Jenga
anyone? If you're interested in coming and chilling at
Hardware Shmardware we are going all out on the
relaxing afternoons. This is an all ages event everyday at
Hardware Shmardware Theme Camp

@

1pm 2pm

Inner Child
Playdate
Workshop

Swing
Dog
Circus

It's time to meet your inner child! Perhaps you know
them already or maybe they haven't had much love or
attention lately. Cat will facilitate the activation of that
voice inside your head that desires to play, rest, be seen
and loved. So let it out!

@

2pm 4pm

Face
and cup
decorating

Hardware
Shmardware

We are going to bring some face paint if you would
like to bring your face to Hardware Shmardware! We
are also all about painting your cups so if you want a
banging cup bring it down from 2-4pm daily to use our
bedazzling ideas.

@

1pm 3pm

Mindlessness
workshop

Bean Bag
Babylon

Engage in absurdist playfulness and movement. No need
for awareness - just feel the freedom of doing things
that have no point. We’ll explore not using our minds
with drama, props and weird sensory experiences. Sick
of mindfulness? Try mindlessness.

@

2pm 4pm

macramé

Hardware
Shmardware

Want to learn macramé or show off your skills? We are
bringing some string so you can walk away with that
necklace or bracelet you always wanted to make. This
is an all ages event everyday at Hardware Shmardware
Theme Camp:)



1pm 3pm

The ART
SPACE

Kids
Camp

Kids Camp has is hosting 2 big art pieces by young
artists this year. Art by kids, for everyone. All Red
Earth City Kids are welcome to come and join us in
constructing the ROK1T to explore deeper space, plus
planets and other space objects.

@

2pm 4pm

Tie Dying

Hardware
Shmardware

Yep we got that dye- you got those white undies that
you would like to transform? White Socks need a new
lease of life? All ages- all size undies. Bring em on down
from 2-4pm daily at Hardware Shmardware



1pm 3.30pm

Super
Soaker
Reggae
Sundae

Splash

The Professahs DNA blending program concludes with
the Scumbucket crew and Splash natives in unity forever.
BYO supasoaker or water pistol, let off any leftover
water. Shadiness, live musical wonderment, superstars,
surprises & sweet H2O.

@

2.30pm
- 4pm

Courage &
a Swift Kick
in the Butt

Centre
Camp

Through interactive performance art ritual we inspire
you to be brave. We want you to bring us what you fear
most and we will inspire you to have courage to face
everything you do.

@

1.30pm
2.30pm

E-motion
Yoga

Centre
Camp

E-motion Yoga is a synthesis of Yoga, Qigong, Tantra
& Dance to release trapped emotions stored in the
electrics of our body causing health conditions &
preventing our deepest form of love. You will heal using
the oldest medicine on Earth.

@

3pm 4.30pm

Manipulation
Madness

Swing
Dog
Circus

March into the madness of Circus Manipulation.
Come and try your hand at a variety of skills including
juggling, hula hooping, spinning plates and more. There's
something for everyone!

@

3pm 4.30pm

Physical Communication

Scratch,
Circus
Area

Classic and contemporary physical theatre techniques to
expand your physical vocabulary.
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@

3pm 5pm

Body
movement
/
workshops
/ sauna

Bass and
BreaksFest

Multipurpose event: present or attend workshops. Move
your body: dragon staff, poi, diablo, hula hoops etc. or
just relax in our Sauna. Talk to us if you want to run a
workshop. Workshops will be listed on our whiteboard
and on the WIFI intranet.
No burn is complete without Lip Sync Battles! BYO fav.
song or we'll try find it for you, extra points for John
Farnham songs, and one very special prize.
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5pm 6pm

Cuddle
Come
Down

Over the
Rainbow

Partying all week got you run down? Feel like some
quiet time, but still want to be with people? Come into
Wally's story tent for some chill music, cuddles, naptime
and nursery rhymes.



5pm 6.30pm

Drink with
Poets

The
Emporium

The big V and the angry T just CAME TOGETHER in
unison and have a plethora of sexy mouth cocktails and
words for the mind soul tummy triangle! Open mic and
a few chosen poets on display for your pleasure!



3pm 5pm

Whispering
Hack!

Whispering
Shack



3pm 5pm

Goth Picnic

Leaving
from
Erstwhile
Manor

Come with us into the forest for a picnic of dark
delights. Don your dark couture (step it up with our
gothic accessories), bring picnic fare to share (+ cup
& plate!) and help us create macabre but stunningly
dressed forest feast.



5pm 7pm

Lost In
Deep Space
- Chilled DJ
Set

Centre
Camp

Collected & smoothly mixed chilled out music, a journey
through the outer reaches of deeper space. Snuggle up,
close your eyes, drift with the tempo, float in melodies
& let fractal starry notes guide your mind's way to
higher, deeper consciousness.



2pm 6pm

Cocktail
Magic

Music
Medicine
Magic

Dust off your spell books and clean out your cauldrons,
we'll be mixing up some Organic Beats, Majestic
Martinis and Sexy Sundowners. Come on down for a
magical sunset like no other!

@

6pm 7pm

Age shall
not Weary
them

Alchemy
of Sin

How to burn bright when the years roll on. Afraid to
burn out? The art of pacing keeps the flame lit long.
Acquire tools and perspective to keep fires off bridges in
the BurnerVerse and keep the party alive.



3pm 6pm

The
Caravan
Sessions

Solaris

Join Solaris on our caravan stage for live music and
choice selections. Check blackboards daily for set times.



6pm 7pm

Temple
Soul Food
Preparation

The
Orphanage



3pm

Trippy Yoga

Crunchytown

Mr & Mrs Meseeks invite you to a psychedelic yoga
experience. Come with us on a journey through time
and space.

Want somewhere to gather, reflect and prepare for
the Temple burn? Join the Orphans and we will sit and
comfort each other, and help to prepare for this ritual
of catharsis and healing. We'll then head down to the
Temple to prepare for the burn.

k

6pm

on the
Paddock

k

4pm 4.20pm

Drop Bear
awareness
walk

Pirainia

The Drop Bear is a large marsupial related to the Koala.
While they are very hard to spot, Walk around and see
if you can spot one high up in the trees. Suggested
repellents to Drop Bears include having Vegemite or
toothpaste spread below the ears.

AstroNautical
United
present: 7
Fires and a
Sub

Seven fiery stars will explode in gastronomic ritual
around the KSub. Exploration into the quiet corners of
the Burning Seed microcosmos may uncover invitations
to this ethical fast food. Find the signs and be one of
the lucky 120 people to join us!



4pm 5pm

Thank Crew
Soiree

Red
Earth
Brewery

The Crew Wranglers invite you and your fellow burners
to come and celebrate a job well done at the annual
Thank Crew Soiree!



7pm 8pm

Draag
sweat

Intergalactic Sweat
Station
(ISS)

Join the other Oms on our fantastic planet and watch
yourself glow as you eat the fruit of the desert. A totally
out of body meditative experience.



4pm 5.30pm

MCC Pony
Club

Mint
Country
Club

Hold on to your horses, the Space Cowboy Rodeo is
coming! The annual Pony Club at MCC is going to a
Warped Wormhole of the Wild West. Get your space
chaps on & get ready to ride! Get your trusty hobby
horse to the Minters Guide to the Galaxy at 4pm



7pm 9pm

Kids Fly in
Cinema

Kids
Camp

Kid and family friendly movies every night after dinner.
Movie titles will be listed on the Kids Camp Blackboard
daily. 6:30pm start on burn nights.



7pm 4am

Bass
marathon

Bass &
BreaksFest

This is our flagship event - Come and boogie to some
serious bass music business. We'll play the whole
genre of bass, from Reggae, Dubstep, Jungle and all in
between. Further info on our WIFI intranet (join 'Seed
WIFI' and load any page in a browser)



7pm 4am

Solar
Cinema

Solaris

Solaris solar cinema runs nightly, showing an eclectic
selection of cult classics, shorts and random oddities.
Check blackboards daily for film times.



7pm 7am

Trash Fire
Hearth

Trash
Mansion

Warm yourself and sing insults to each other while
waiting for your camp oven to cook dinner.

8pm

THE
TEMPLE
BURN

@

4pm 6pm

Liquid Love

Alchemy
of Sin

In this clothing optional workshop we will experience
what it is to slide over, around and on top of each other,
skin to skin, through warm oil. We invite you to move
and allow yourself to be moved without intentions or
sexual orientation.



4.20pm
5.02pm

The Pirainia
Today Show

Pirainia



4.20pm
6.20pm

Glam &
Cheese
Toasties

Glam &
Cheese

The Glam & Cheezoids know how you earthlings enjoy
cheese toasties gargantuanly post psychedelic space
lettuce, so join us at 4:20PM to satiate your appetite.



4.20pm
6.20pm

Intergalactic
Scavenger
Hunt

Glam &
Cheese

Join Sean as he retraces his steps in search of his
phone, keys & wallet. Prizes at his discretion, hilarity
guaranteed.
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"Show me what you got, I want to see what you got"
- This is the Show where you help make it happen and
anything is possible. Music, Comedy, Workshops, Guest
Speakers, Group discussions and even Time Travel!

The Temple is the soul of Burning Seed - its spiritual and
emotional anchor. The Temple burn is a time for quiet
reflection, allowing participants to bear witness to the
release and renewal that fire brings to the experience
they have shared. Please respect this quiet time during
the Temple Burn.
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8pm 7am

Live nights

Trash
Mansion

Live acts, burlesque, comedy, and the exploits of binge
drinkers. Live performances every night with eclectic
DJs playing electronica and classic hits well into the
morning. If you want to perform introduce yourself to
us early.



8pm 9pm

Sea Shanty
Singalong

Kraken

Come raise your voices, swing flagons, to shanties old
and new. The Krakens teaching some of their raunchiest,
rambunctious and down right rapscallion shanties. Bring
singing voice, nautical attire and favourite shanties.



9pm

Kids Camp
Teen Screen

Kids
Camp

Cinema for the big kids. After the early family movie or
the man and temple burns, Kids Camp will be screening
a movie for the older kids. No baby movies here. Nightly
titles will be posted on the Kids Camp Blackboard each
morning.



9pm 10.30pm

Films
towards
Change

Doing It
Ourselves

Films will generally be of the Utopian, Political, or
Interesting nature, or maybe they won't! Its a mystery
that will only be solved by investigation... to the Cinema
at Doing It Ourselves Camp!



10pm 12am

POV
dragon staff
performance
and jam

Bass and
BreaksFest

Persistence of Vision dragon staff performance and LED
flow arts jam to the best bass we can muster. Bring your
flow toys (and maybe fire props TBC) and play with us!

10pm 2am

Slowdown
Hoedown

Alcazar
Riffle

express yourself on the holographic dancefloor slowdown the music and your mind and get into your
body. After the temple burn

10pm 6am

Deeeeeeepeeerrr Space
(House)

Coco
Poco
Loco

After-Temple til we drop: In space, no one can hear you
scream, but they can hear our bass. This is the big one prepare to have your brain popped out of the airlock as
the bar heaves, the bell rings and the tunes sing.

Trashy
Sundays

Trash
Mansion

What better way to unwind after the burn than a full
night of TRASH? Open bar, extra cheesy music and
slovenly drunks.
Space Gents and Lunar Ladies take a journey through
dapper space. A night of minimal beats, and maximum
fashion.
Abductee and Recovering Survivors of Extraterrestrials
(ARSE) network meeting. Sharing of stories and support
for survivors of alien abductions. You are not alone in
the Universe.





10pm 7am



11pm 4am

Dapper
Space

Bean Bag
Babylon

@

11.11pm
11.59pm

ARSE
Meeting

The
Orphanage
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MONDAY
i

Sanctuary
and
Chillout
Space

Sanctuary

Feeling stressed? Need to chill or talk during a
challenging experience? Come visit! We have a
comfortable place to hang, or talk in a non-judgmental,
confidential space, with info on safer partying & safe sex
supplies. Open 24H ea day.

i

SAFER SEX
SUPPLIES

TOILETS

SAFER SEX IS GOOD SEX! CONDOMS, LUBE AND
GOOD VIBES AVAILABLE AT ALL TOILETS AND
REPLENISHED DAILY! LOOK AFTER YOURSELF AND
YOUR... MATES! NO GLOVE, NO LOVE! IF IT'S NOT
ON, IT'S NOT...ON! :)



4am 2pm

pyjarmy
army after
party

The Den

Following on from the Dapper Space Party in the BBB
Dome, The Den will be hosting the Pyjarmy Army After
Party. No Flannel, no camo, nothing comfy, no entry.
Ugg boonts and pyjamas appreciated. Sticks and teas all
round.




8.30am 11.30am

Morning
Love

DETOX

Revitalise with a drink from the Cup of Love or sort your
stuff out with a consult with Dr Love.

9am 10am

Kids Café

Kids
Camp

Kids Café is open for breakfast, daily. Come down to
Kids Camp for the best breakfast you've ever had made
by a kid. Toast, cereal, fruit? Who knows what they serve
each day. Don't forget your bowl, spoon and cup.



10am 1pm

Morning
Coffee

Solaris

Come visit our vintage coffee van Beverley for artisinalroasted coffee, just the way you like it! Serving Thurs to
Mon



1pm 3pm

Da Fah Koff
BBQ

The
Emporium

Left over bonanza for all the freegans among us! Made
with love and served with abuse and consumed with
laughter. You will be subjected to endless Cypress Hill
tunes!

@

1pm 1.45pm

Laughter
Yoga with
Strawberry

Dirty
Birds

Connect with your inner child, play, laugh at your self
and others (lovingly) create community for a bigger
cause... World Peace!! Well end up rolling around on the
floor!!
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Events
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